We Just Made The World’s Best Engineering and Scientific Software… Better!

With ASYST 2.0, we have taken the industry standard in PC based scientific software and expanded its formidable capabilities. ASYST continues to be the only technical software available for the PC and compatibles which integrates data acquisition, data analysis, statistics and astounding graphics in a fully programmable environment. This provides great flexibility and offers you virtually limitless application opportunities.

ASYST provides its users with minicomputer speed at PC prices. ASYST supports analog and digital I/O in foreground and background operation on many popular boards and its A/D is fast and flexible. The IEEE-488 and RS-232 capabilities interface some 10,000 instruments. The graphics facilitate axonometric, cartesian and contour plots. You can perform waveform, matrix and polynomial analysis and a 1024-pt. complex FFT can be done in less than 2.5 seconds on an IBM-AT or compatible. In addition, the software accommodates linear and non-linear curve fitting as well as smoothing… and that just scratches the capabilities surface.

Now ASYST 2.0 has added these expanded performance features:
- A/D rate of 130 kHz (run on an 8 MHz, 286)
- Lotus* 1-2-3* interface
- Supports LIM expanded memory boards
- Overlay architecture for fully customized systems
- Set-up menus for rapid and easy configuration
- Support for new high-speed A/D boards
- Automatic command memory
- Dynamic arrays for programming simplicity
- Intelligent on-screen help

Thousands of users feel that ASYST software has no equal, in speed, power or flexibility. ASYST 2.0 has widened the competitive gap even further.

ASYST 2.0 makes your PC as powerful as a mini while it unlocks your own personal potential and expands productivity.

ASYST 2.0 includes free technical support for 60 days and a comprehensive Extended Support Plan is available.

We would like to include you among our ASYST User Group Members. Please call us today for more detailed information.

1-800-348-0033 NY (212) 702-3241
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1987 HANDBOOK OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL BOOKS™

✓ One-Stop Ordering Source For All Your Books
✓ Full Descriptions and Prices
✓ Complete Listing From 14 of the World’s Leading Publishers
✓ Over 10,000 Books in 16 Subject Areas

The Easy Way to Order All Your Scientific and Technical Books.

IN A RUSH FOR YOUR HANDBOOK? DIAL...

Ω OMEGA PRESS
An OMEGA Group Company
(203) 359-RUSH

One Omega Drive, Box 4047, Stamford, CT 06907
Telex 996404 Cable OMEGA FAX (203) 359-7700
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The Rolex Awards for Enterprise were established in 1976 to underwrite the projects of enterprising individuals who are committed to advancing the common good. Grants have been awarded in the fields of Applied Science and Invention; Exploration and Discovery; and the Environment. By helping to translate goodwill into action, The Awards not only serve mankind and nature as a whole, they also foster awareness of the moral as well as the intellectual dimensions of the spirit of enterprise. These are the 1987 laureates.

Expanding the frontiers of modern healthcare.
Jacques Luc Autran, founder of Seamen Without Frontiers, a philanthropic association, turned a fishing vessel into a floating hospital to bring healthcare and education to isolated societies, such as the islanders of the Maldives.

Preserving endangered species.
Stephen Kress’s innovative techniques successfully repopulated near-extinct colonies of birds on Maine islands and will soon be employed in attempted recolonizations in the south of Japan.

New insights into evolution.
Entomologist Pierre Morvan will organize an expedition to Nepal to study the effects of extreme geographic isolation on the formation of particular species, and will complete a book on the subject.

Religious teaching and environmental education.
Nancy Lee Nash will glean teachings about nature from Buddhist writings and incorporate them into an educational syllabus to be used in Thailand colleges.

Demystifying an ancient culture.
Johan Gjefsen Reinhard will explore the peaks and lakes of the Peruvian Andes to determine the role of those ancient religious sites in the formation of pre-Colombian society.

The Spirit of Enterprise, The 1987 Rolex Awards, a book about the five laureates’ projects, as well as 238 other outstanding proposals, is available in bookstores and from the publisher, Van Nostrand Reinhold.

Additional information about the awards is available from The Secretariat, The Rolex Awards for Enterprise, P.O. Box 178, 1211 Geneva 26, Switzerland.
FARMING: A Picture of the Future.

Biotechnology will revolutionize farming... but it won't change the way things look.

The products of biotechnology will be based on nature's own methods, making farming more efficient, more reliable, more environmentally-friendly and—important for the farmer—more profitable.

Plants will be given the built-in ability to fend off insects and disease, and to resist stress. Animals will be born vaccinated. Pigs will grow faster and produce leaner meat. Cows will produce milk more economically. And, food crops will be more nutritious and easier to process.

For the American farmer, biotechnology offers an opportunity to retain the competitive edge by producing higher quality crops and livestock at lower cost.

And, because most of these products don't require high technology farming practices, they can be used in the agriculture of the Third World, where starvation is a daily event.

High technology in a familiar package. Monsanto scientists are working with nature to develop innovative products for farmers of today, and of the future.

Monsanto
We challenge tomorrow every day.
Doing Southern Blot Analyses?

Here's a fast, reproducible way to purify genomic DNA.

The Applied Biosystems Model 340A Nucleic Acid Extractor automates DNA purification for oncogene research, detection of genetic disease specific-site markers and family linkage studies as shown below.

Now you can extract DNA for Southern blot analyses from biological samples such as blood, tissue culture cells and tumor biopsies. Up to eight samples can be processed simultaneously within four hours; high recoveries of purified DNA are routine.

The 340A is easily programmed to digest samples automatically, remove proteins by organic extraction, and isolate nucleic acid by alcohol precipitation. No tedious manipulations are necessary.

Applications Data Available
Data, from applications including RFLP's and screening of transgenic mice, are available by contacting one of the offices listed below, or by indicating reader service number 405.

Prenatal diagnosis of Duchenne's muscular dystrophy (DMD) using Southern blot analysis.*

Partial pedigree of a three-generation family.

Ib: Grandmother identified as DMD carrier by pedigree and elevated creatine kinase level.

Iib: Mother with normal creatine kinase level; 25% carrier risk.

Iic: Male sibling, DMD (deceased).

IIa: Unaffected male.

IIb: Fetus (cultured amniocyte DNA purification performed on a Model 340A)

Autoradiogram shows mother (Iib) is heterozygous at Bgl II polymorphism. Both the fetus (IIb) and the unaffected male (IIa, not shown) have the same haplotype as shown by the 8 kb band. Fetus is at low risk for DMD.

*Source: Dr. Tom Caskey, Houston, Texas
Only the sample breaks down.
Brinkmann homogenizers make the difference— in 30 seconds.

Rapid action preserves biological integrity.
Brinkmann homogenizers take advantage of mechanical shearing and cavitation to assure you of uniform sample breakdown in only 30 to 60 seconds. This rapid action protects your samples from inactivation by heat generated during prolonged homogenization.

Powerful, durable motors work harder... longer.
Brinkmann homogenizers use heavy-duty, high-speed 700 W and 1600 W motors for high torque and long life. They reach speeds of up to 27,000 rpm to disintegrate samples efficiently and effortlessly.

One system meets all your homogenization needs.
Brinkmann homogenizers handle samples from 0.5 mL to 25 L with 21 generators, two motors, and a complete range of accessories.

For more information: call 800-645-3050; in New York, 516-334-7500. Or write Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Cantiague Road, Westbury, NY 11590.
(In Canada: 416-675-7911; 50 Galaxy Blvd., Rexdale, Ont. M9W 4Y5)
REVCO quality and dependability are found in just about every laboratory. When the first specimens required ultra low temperatures for long term safe storage, REVCO was there. Designs change as technology evolves, but the standard is dependability – and REVCO will be there for a long time to come. REVCO’s newest designs offer both chest and upright cabinet styles with sensible instrumentation and electronic controls. Isn’t your work deserving of the best? Call us for additional information on our toll free number 1-800-252-7100.

STORE IT IN A

REVCO®

And Still Count On

Dr. James J. Kelleher, Professor of Microbiology and Immunology, School of Medicine, University of North Dakota. Revco Freezer 19 years Continuous Service.
You can expect reproducible results — Use Taconic laboratory animals.

Taconic...to be sure.

Your research: carefully planned, meticulously executed and extremely valuable. Today, biomedical research is becoming more and more competitive. How can you be more careful, more effective?

Specify Taconic laboratory mice and rats. When you do, you minimize the risk of compromising your painstaking research. The genetic and health profiles of Taconic's animals are fully documented. In addition, we have the flexibility, accuracy and technical expertise needed to meet your protocol requirements. When you choose Taconic lab animals, you get reproducible results — study after study.

With Taconic animals, you receive the benefits of the most comprehensive animal health monitoring program in the industry. Our animals are Murine Pathogen Free, MPF™. We confirm these findings by continually testing each animal colony for over forty pathogenic and opportunistic microorganisms. All this testing data is available to you, in Taconic's Lab Animal Health Reports.

You can expect reproducible results. Check out the health profile of your laboratory mice and rats — then compare them to Taconic's. When you do... you'll choose Taconic.

Give Taconic a call at 518-537-6208 or write to Taconic, 33 Hover Avenue, Germantown, NY 12526.
...ABOUT ANALYZING YOUR DATA. You might be spreading your spreadsheet a little too thin. Or maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS/PC+™ — a full software family that brings you eight high-powered ways to complete any data analysis task.

Enter it. SPSS Data Entry II™ is a fully integrated data entry, cleaning and editing tool.

Analyze it. The SPSS/PC+™ base package provides a powerful array of statistical and reporting procedures.

Picture it. SPSS/PC+™ Graph-in-the-Box™ featuring New England Softwares Graph-in-the-Box™ offers full color "snapshot" graphics.

Examine it. SPSS/PC+™ Advanced Statistics™ lets you get more serious with your data.

Predict it. SPSS/PC+™ Trends™—our latest option—is the complete time series analysis/forecasting tool.

Table it. SPSS/PC+™ Tables™ produces presentation-ready tables instantly.

Chart it. SPSS/PC+™ Graphics™ featuring Microsoft® Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts.

Map it. SPSS/PC+™ Mapping™ featuring MAP-MASTER™ creates maps where vast amounts of data can be summarized and presented in one, simple picture.

SPSS/PC+™ products are being put to productive use by serious fact finders in business, government and education. For countless purposes such as market research, wage and salary studies, survey analysis, and quality control. Plus each product is superbly documented and supported by SPSS Inc., a leader in statistical software for nearly 20 years. While specially tailored customer support is available through the VALUE PLUS™ plan. So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to SPSS/PC+™. For details, contact our Marketing Department. CALL 1/312/329-3319

SPSS Inc. SPSS Inc. • 444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3000 • Chicago, Illinois 60611
In Europe: SPSS Europe BV • P.O. Box 115 • 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands • Telephone: +31189308711 • TWX: 21019

SPSS/PC+™ runs on IBM PC/XT/AT and with hard disk. Contact SPSS Inc. for compatible microcomputers. SPSS/PC+™, SPSS Data Entry II, SPSS/PC+™ Graph-in-the-Box, SPSS/PC+™ Advanced Statistics, SPSS/PC+™ Trends, SPSS/PC+™ Tables, SPSS/PC+™ Graphics and SPSS/PC+™ Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VALUE PLUS™ is a trademark of SPSS Inc. Chart and Microsoft are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. MAP-MASTER™ is a trademark of AutoMate. Graph-in-the-Box™ is a trademark of New England Softwares, Inc.

© 1987 SPSS Inc.
Become a Schleicher customer. No purch

You never know when you'll need advice. On filtration. Transfer and immobilization of nucleic acids or proteins. Affinity membrane technology. Separation science.

Talk to Schleicher & Schuell. Even if you've never used an S&S product.

You see, you don't have to be an S&S “customer” to benefit from our expertise in the life sciences. Anyone with a question or comment is welcome to call us. With absolutely no strings attached. And talk to us about what interests us most — your work.

Because our goal isn't just to sell products. It's to provide you with the tools you need to make your research produce better, more consistent results.

Technical help, as close as your phone.

S&S technical service reps are on the job, every working day, to provide one-to-one, toll-free assistance with products and protocols.

And they have a number of resources at their disposal. Including a database containing 25 years of protocols and research literature references — research using S&S products.

And lab facilities in which protocols can be tested.

Information and literature on the latest techniques and breakthroughs.

With all of the literature we print, you'd think S&S was a publishing company. Everything we offer is designed to keep you informed about what's happening in the industry, and at S&S. That includes the S&S “Sequences” newsletter. Newly revised protocols for “Southern” and “northern” transfers (a “western” transfer protocol is forthcoming). And data sheets on all major S&S products.

And everything we publish is available — free. Simply by calling our customer service department, toll-free at 1-800-245-4024.

The S&S “Sequences” newsletter is read by over 20,000 people worldwide. And the S&S methods chart for “Southern” and “northern” transfers has been completely revised and updated by a panel of recognized experts in molecular biology. Call to receive your free copy.

A full line of transfer and immobilization products.

In 1963, S&S BA85 NC™ nitrocellulose paper was used for the first immobilization of DNA*.

Products proven through years of lab use. Call for free technical information and pertinent specifications concerning S&S products.

Since then, BA85 has become the media-of-choice for transfer and immobilization of DNA, RNA, and proteins.

This experience goes into our other transfer and immobilization membranes.

Nytran® positively charged nylon membrane, S&S uncharged nylon membrane, S&S glass fiber filters, plus Transa-bind® covalent binding and ion-exchange membranes.

Look to S&S for all of your general separation science needs.

Because research does not live by transfer and immobilization alone, we make a whole range of filtration and life science research products.

S&S papers and membranes have a range of applications – from tissue typing to radiation monitoring to pH measurement.

Plus S&S surface-activated and derivatized media are used widely for clinical body fluid specimen collection and immobilization. And are a critical component in many clinical test kits and devices.

Research and development to make your life easier.

Like you, we’re always in the lab. Improving protocols. Developing new membranes and devices.

Some of our latest developments may change the way you work.

Like the new S&S cell harvester which can process 20 96-well plates in the time that it once took to do one.

Other S&S developments have changed the way the world lives.

S&S #903 specimen collection paper has been used to screen every child born in the U.S. during the last 20 years for inborn metabolic disorders.

Another example, a joint research project with a major pharmaceutical company resulted in a new way of testing for antibodies. Our contribution: a customized membrane that made affinity to specific antigens possible.

Working with companies to develop new and innovative customized products is a continuing goal at S&S.

Talk to us.

We want to hear from you. We welcome your comments and questions. Write to Schleicher & Schuell, Inc., Keene, NH 03431. Or call us at 1-800-245-4024.

You won’t have to buy a single S&S product to tap our 60 years of experience. Or to receive a product sample and a piece of literature. Or talk to us about your current project.

Of course, we’d like you to buy our products. And after talking to us, you just might feel the same way.

Schleicher & Schuell
Keene, NH 03431 • 800-245-4024 • 603-352-3810
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See us at booth #’s 524 and 526 at the ASBC Show.
COBRA 5010


AT LAST... a multidetector radioisotope counter that's more than just an RIA sample processor. Cobra speed and power serve YOU with...

Flexible DNA Probe Analysis: analyze your DNA probe samples with speed and deadly accuracy, whether you're using ^P labels for bioresearch or ^P/^P for diagnostic testing.

Fast RIA Processing: 10 independent detectors, 60 stored assay protocols, and a sample handler that holds 1000 tubes provide constant RIA/IRMA output, with real-time and long-term Expert-QC™ monitoring. Completely automatic. Completely reliable.

Increased Cr-Release Efficiency: 10 detectors allow counting time of all samples to be extended, to radically increase detection efficiency without extending total counting time.

Adaptable to Many Tests; Accurate in All. For routine radioassay analysis of ^I, ^Co, or ^Cr. For receptor binding. For quick STAT counting of end-labeling, nick translation, and hybridization assays. It's accurate - on target - with continuous calibration, self normalization, and instrument performance assessment programs that eliminate most lab problems. Permanently. Cobra style. It even warns of impending problems.

The Cobra. It's not all things for all professionals... but it's the most... for the best.
Introducing the Antibody Factory That Produces Over 500 mg MAb/L/day

Simple Bench-Top Perfusion System Any Lab Can Afford

One of the most exciting developments ever achieved in our cell culture lab is the Monoclonal Antibody Factory. This continuous bench-top perfusion system propagates large numbers of shear-sensitive mouse-mouse hybridoma cells, producing 27 times the antibody concentration attained in batch culture.

Centerpiece of the MAb Factory is the CellGen™, a microprocessor-controlled cell culture bioreactor designed for both anchorage-dependent and suspension cultures.

Call or write today for complete information. New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., Cell Culture Department, P.O. Box 4005, Edison, NJ 08818-4005. (201) 287-1200.

1-800-631-5417 (8 am-8 pm EST)
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC
At NBS Advanced Technology is a Way of Life

For Information Circle Reader Service No. 299
To have Applications Engineer Call, Circle Reader Service No. 300

Activated Media Isolates 20 mg of IgG in Minutes

A unique microporous sheet with covalently-crosslinked protein A isolates up to 20 mg of mouse IgG2a per application. Elution procedure yields biologically active product. Samples can be introduced to the media via a pump or a syringe. Flow-through disc is available in a 50mm diameter. The material is extremely hydrophilic, non-compressible and reusable. A prederivatized form suitable for the covalent linkage of other biologically active proteins is also available.

New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., P.O. Box 4005, Edison, NJ 08818-4005. (201) 287-1200.

1-800-631-5417 (8 am-8 pm EST)
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC
At NBS Advanced Technology is a Way of Life

For Information Circle Reader Service No. 303
To have Applications Engineer Call, Circle Reader Service No. 304

BioFlo II...Pushes Cell Density to New Heights

Only BioFlo II, the advanced bench-top fermentor from NBS, gives you an OTR of 350 mmO2/L/hr — resulting in extra-high cell density cultures without supplemental oxygen or vessel pressure. This value is 50% greater than any other comparable fermentor can provide.

Versatile design for all microbial fermentations

Precise control of temperature, agitation, nutrient addition, pH and D.O. is achieved through advanced microprocessor regulation. Control capabilities are also provided for air flow, antifoam and level. Three interchangeable vessels (1.25, 2.5 and 5-liter working volumes) are offered for batch and continuous culture.

BioFlo II is a complete system fully equipped with a jacketed dished base, inlet and outlet aseptic filters, exhaust gas condenser, sterile sampler and four metering pumps. Even the electrodes are included!

New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., P.O. Box 4005, Edison, NJ 08818-4005. (201) 287-1200.

1-800-631-5417 (8 am-8 pm EST)
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC
At NBS Advanced Technology is a Way of Life

For Information Circle Reader Service No. 301
To have Applications Engineer Call, Circle Reader Service No. 302

Maximize the Yield of Immobilized Antibodies

AFC Medium™, an activated crosslinked agarose (4%), uses a gentle coupling chemistry to maximize the linkage of biologically active ligand. Moreover, coupling is fast (less than 2 hours) and can be performed between pH 3 and 10 without subsequent leakage of ligand. Used wth AFC Elution Buffer, subsequent high yields of final product and a long media life are obtainable. Affinity support is economical, sterilizable, has high capacity and is stable at room temperature. Available for analytical and preparative procedures.

New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., P.O. Box 4005, Edison, NJ 08818-4005. (201) 287-1200.

1-800-631-5417 (8 am-8 pm EST)
NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC
At NBS Advanced Technology is a Way of Life

For Information Circle Reader Service No. 305
To have Applications Engineer Call, Circle Reader Service No. 306
Have you ever had an idea that could change the world, only to have someone else beat you to it? After months of painstaking research, there's nothing more frustrating than reinventing the wheel. Again.

DIALOG® is the online information system that can give you a flying head start on your competition. Dialog goes right to the source, with 10 to 15 years of data on every subject, from aerospace to zoology. Even if you're in a specialized area of research, you never know when you'll need something from another field. With Dialog, it's all available instantly.

Anyone can learn to use Dialog, too. In fact, Dialog is so useful if it didn't already exist, you'd just have to invent it.

To find out about Dialog now, call 800-3-DIALOG. Or write: Dialog Dept. 31, 3460 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304.

DIALOG® INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED CORP.
The world's largest online knowledgebank.

Guess who didn't use Dialog.

CALL 800-3-DIALOG TODAY.
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70% mutants in only 3 steps!

The new Muta-Gene™ in vitro mutagenesis kit is based on a highly efficient and simple method of site-specific in vitro mutagenesis. This unique method uses a simple biological means of selecting against the original non-mutated template to give high yields of mutated DNA.

The Muta-Gene kit comes complete with all controls and reagents. Each kit offers you:

- **High Efficiency.** Greater than 70% of all the plaques are mutants.
- **Ease-of-use.** Only three steps and two enzymes are required. There's no need for unusual nucleotides. Pretested reagents and a detailed instruction manual insure success.

- **Rapid results.** Less than three days are needed to make template, mutate, and obtain plaques.
- **Controls.** Control DNA, primer, and phage are included to test the system.
- **Economical.** The kit contains reagents for 25 reactions. Compare prices before you buy.

For more information, contact your Bio-Rad representative, or in the U.S., call Bio-Rad's Electrophoresis and Molecular Biology Technical Services at 1-800-424-6723 and request Bulletin 1311. Or circle the reader service card number below.

---


---

**BIO-RAD**

Chemical Division

1414 Harbour Way South
Richmond, CA 94804

(415) 232-7000
800-4-BIO-RAD

Also in Rockville Centre, NY; Hornsby, Australia; Vienne, Austria; Mississauga, Canada; Watford, England; Munich, Germany; Milan, Italy; Tokyo, Japan; Utrecht, The Netherlands; and Glattbrugg, Switzerland.
100% RECOVERY, 100% OF THE TIME... AUTOMATICALLY. SPEEDVAC A160.

SpeedVac A160 for biochemical labs requiring versatility and precision. PLUS the consistency, productivity and simplicity of automation. All in a compact bench-top concentrator.

PROTECTS VALUABLE SAMPLES
- Automatic sequencing concentrates up to 100 samples simultaneously and identically, run after run. Eliminates variants and sample loss. Processes samples at optimum temperature for pre-set dryness, rapid concentration and consistent results.

UNLIMITED VERSATILITY
- Wide choice of rotors for broadest range of applications for both aqueous and organic solvents. Greater reproducibility, accuracy, and sensitivity for HPLC, GC/MS, and immunoassay test.
- Where space is limited, and efficiency and consistency are required, SpeedVac is the answer.

Savant Instruments, Inc.,
110-103 Bi-County Boulevard,
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(516) 249-4600 • 1-800-634-8886

SAVANT
For Sample Preparation.

The NEW GENERATION
Biological Safety Cabinet

In one state-of-the-art safety cabinet, NuAire offers you the best protection for laboratory personnel, the best protection against product contamination, and proprietary technology that makes the LABGARD 425 the #1 selling Biological Safety Cabinet in the world. The benefits are impressive:

SAFER TO USE • EASIER TO OPERATE • MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT • AFFORDABLY PRICED

This new safety cabinet combines all of the performance and quality features that make NuAire products the finest you can purchase.

Learn more about The NEW GENERATION LABGARD 425

Call toll-free 1-800-328-3352.

WE'RE QUIETLY... THE LEADER!
DIVIDE and CONQUER.

With The New Packard Tri-Carb® 2200CA

Conquer quench and luminescence interference. Conquer sample preparation time. Conquer isotope spillover, once and for all, with the 3-D divided spectrum plot that separates nuclide DPMs for all your dual label samples. One quick glance at the color CRT is enough to assure you that all interferences are compensated to within the tolerance of your experiment, even with high isotopic ratios. Delivering accurate results. Saving you time and trouble.

Conquer more counting information... faster. An integrated PS/2™, the new computer from IBM®, supports the multitasking, spreadsheet formatting, specialized application programs, and tandem processing that make the Tri-Carb 2200CA the most intelligent, most efficient, most advanced LSA made.

Automatic Instrument Performance Assessment, and Self-Normalization and Calibration, not only solve the problems of photomultiplier instability and aging, but even detect impending performance problems to guarantee the accuracy you need. Now you can count the full capacity of 408 standard or 720 small vials in total confidence. So conquer counting interferences - and doubtful results - with the Packard Tri-Carb 2200CA. It'll change the way you look at liquid scintillation. Forever.

PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 2200 Waverly, Road, Downers Grove, IL 60515, Tel. 1-800-323-5991
Canberra-Packard International B.V., Beringlaan 3, NL-6808 ZH, Zurich, Switzerland
Tel. 31-45-65-44
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IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Analytical HPLC of crude acyl carrier protein decapeptide (65-74): H-Val-Gln-Ala-Ala-Ile-Asp-Tyr-Ile-Asn-OH. LKB TSK-ODS120T (250 x 4.6 mm) column (5µ). Elution with 20% CH₃CN in 0.1% TFA at 1 mL/min.
Synthetic peptides: pure and simple

Look what we’ve done to simplify peptide synthesis. For the first time we’ve brought together in one instrument the long awaited features of full automation, mild chemistry and continuous flow synthesis to offer you the most advanced peptide synthesiser ever developed—the LKB Biolynx 4170.

All the drawbacks inherent in conventional t-Boc peptide synthesisers have now been overcome by the Biolynx which incorporates Fmoc polyamide active ester chemistry, already recognised for its mild reaction conditions (no HF required), versatility in providing a choice of resin linking agents, and for the high purity of the peptide synthesised. Furthermore, the use of active esters eliminates the need to change solvents during synthesis and carry out ‘in situ’ preparation of symmetrical anhydrides.

The unique polyamide resin has also allowed us to use a continuous flow methodology to facilitate total automation of synthesis thereby enabling the Biolynx to operate completely unattended to produce up to three peptide analogues simultaneously. Moreover, the combination of computer control and constant on-line monitoring provides reassurance that the synthesis is proceeding satisfactorily.

Peptide synthesis from LKB: it’s pure and simple. Contact your local LKB representative for further details of the above system or the Biolynx 4175, our alternative, lower cost model. And don’t forget that the Biolynx system is fully backed up by high quality reagents, solvents and solid phase supports.

LKB BIOCHROM LTD, SCIENCE PARK, CAMBRIDGE CB4 4FJ, ENGLAND
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Vmax™ introduces kinetics to ELISA.

Two systems in one.
The new Vmax Kinetic Microplate Reader reads all 96 wells in as few as 5 seconds. The result: a new level of throughput in endpoint analysis; and the ability to accurately monitor the initial linear portion of enzyme reactions for kinetic measurements.

More than a matter of speed.
Vmax meets the stringent instrumentation requirements of solid-phase enzyme kinetics. For excellent precision in ELISA, the unique AUTOMIX function mixes the contents of each well between readings. Because enzyme reactions are temperature-dependent, Vmax has an isothermal reading chamber. Furthermore, onboard microprocessors compute reaction rates automatically.

Expand your microassay capabilities.
Enzyme kinetics extends the usable dynamic range of ELISA on any microplate: from very low level enzyme activities to highly chromogenic samples. With Vmax, there is less need for multiple dilutions. Different assays can be performed on the same microplate.

For computational and data management requirements, the optional SOFTmax™ is a comprehensive, yet easy-to-use software package designed for IBM® and many IBM®-compatible microcomputers. SOFTmax also controls Vmax, providing yet another level of convenience and versatility.

Introduce Vmax to your lab.
Whether you want to improve throughput of your endpoint analysis, or explore the new capabilities of solid-phase and liquid-phase enzyme kinetics in 96-well plates, contact Molecular Devices. Send for a copy of our new Application Note, Kinetic Analysis for ELISA Using the Vmax. We will also tell you about the special free trial program.

Vmax and SOFTmax are trademarks of Molecular Devices Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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The Protein Society
A scholarly society of scientists interested in the structure and function of proteins. The purpose of the society is fundamental; to foster discussion and interaction among scientists interested in all aspects of protein structure and function. The society already has over 700 members covering a broad spectrum of the different disciplines bearing on protein structure and function.

Interaction among many types of investigators utilizing the myriad of approaches and techniques to probe protein molecules is essential. The Protein Society ensures these interactions will occur by providing regular opportunities for protein scientists to meet and exchange ideas and findings.

Full Membership
Individuals holding a doctoral degree or equivalent experience with a demonstrated interest in the structure and function of proteins. $50, 2 yrs.

Associate Membership
Individuals with an interest in proteins not qualifying for full membership. $25, 2 yrs.

Corporate Membership
Commercial/Industrial companies interested in fostering a synergistic involvement of industry in protein chemistry. $1500, 2 yrs.

The Second Symposium—San Diego, August 9-13, 1987
The first biennial symposium of the Protein Society.

Location
The second San Diego symposium is the first opportunity for the membership of the Protein Society to meet and interact. The program of this first meeting is designed to attract a variety of individuals representing all the differing aspects of protein research.

The program committee under the chairmanship of Professor Jack Richards of CalTech is made up of expertise in all disciplines of protein structure and function enforsing the purpose of the Protein Society.

The symposium program is made up of plenary sessions focusing on major impact topics of general interest.

Dr. Eisenberg of UCLA and Dr. Huber of the Max Planck Institute will open the meeting. The meeting will close with plenary lectures from Dr. Wütrich of ETH, Zurich and Dr. Hood of CalTech.

To facilitate interaction among protein chemists from all aspects of the science, the remainder of the program is given over to minisymposia and poster presentations on the following topics:

Session Topics and Invited Speakers for San Diego '87
1. 3D Structure: Theory Folding and Dynamics.
   (Baldwin, Goodard, Rose)
   (Simpson, Kent, Beiman)
3. Protein Kinases: Biological Control of Protein Function.
   (Walsh, Ulrich)
4. Protein/Nucleic Acid Interactions.
   (Altman, McPherson)
5. Studies with Synthetic Peptides and Proteins.
   (Kaiser, Degrado, Lerner, Richards)
6. Photoreceptors as Signal Transducers.
   (Khorana, Zucker)
7. Expression, Processing and Secretion.
   (Varshavsky, Beckwith, Wickner)
   (Schimmel, Shortle, Winds)
9. New Developments in Instrumentation, Chemicals and Accessories for the Protein Chemistry Lab.

Steen and Moore Award and Symposium
Part of the program will be used to honor the recipient of the first Stein and Moore award in the form of a half day symposium. The subject and the speakers taking part will be selected by the recipient of the award. Announcement of the awardee and the subject to be presented will be made in the spring of 1987. The award, to be presented annually by the Protein Society will recognize significant achievement in protein research. In addition to its symposium, the awardee will receive $500 and a commemorative plaque presented at a banquet which will feature Dan Koshland as an after dinner speaker.

Sample Workshop
All registrants will be invited to participate in a workshop designed to demonstrate the variety of modern techniques available for the study of protein structure and function.

Scientific Exhibition
Leading manufacturers of scientific instrumentation and techniques relevant to protein research will be represented.

Symposium Registration
$275—Full Members
$150—Associate Members
$330—Non Members
$180—Students

Symposium Announcement and Call for Papers went out January '87
If you are interested in becoming a member of the Protein Society or attending the San Diego Symposium of the Protein Society, please circle the appropriate number on the reader information card, or contact the Protein Society directly:

The Protein Society
Shirley E. Schiessinger
Symposium Manager
400 E. Randolph, Suite 105
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 527-2011
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KONTRON INSTRUMENTS

Your partner in science and health

For further information please contact your local Kontron Company

Austria (Vienna)  (0222) 692531
France (Montigny le Bre)  (3643) 9162
West Germany (Munich)  (0865) 6060
Great Britain (Watford)  (0923) 45991
Italy (Milan)  (02) 50721
Japan (Tokyo)  (03) 2634801
Scandinavia (Stockholm)  (08) 7477 460
Spain (Madrid)  (01) 729 1155
Switzerland (Zurich)  (01) 435 4111
USA (Everett/Mass.)  (617) 389 6400
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DNA Reverse Field Electrophoresis
With Hoefer's Vertical Slab Gel Units, Power Supplies and Hoefer's New PC 750 Pulse Controller

Separation of lambda fragments by RFE on the SE 600. The 3.0 mm thick, 1% agarose gel was run at 300V for 6 hours at 15°C in 0.5X TBE. Forward pulse time was ramped from 150 to 690 msec; reverse pulse from 50 to 230 msec.

Separation of lambda fragments by RFE on the SE 250. The 1.5 mm thick, 1% agarose gel was run at 250V for 45 minutes in 0.5X TBE. Forward pulse time was ramped from 66 to 215 msec; reverse pulse from 22 to 72 msec.

It all adds up to Hoefer

Hoefer Scientific Instruments, 654 Minnesota St, Box 77387, San Francisco, CA 94107 • Call Toll Free 1-800-227-4750, In California, 415-282-2307, Telex 470778, Telefax 415-821-1081 • Hoefer stock and service is available in: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan and United Kingdom
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Thermolitikat

The climate is right for you with a Hotpack walk-in room

Hotpack custom controlled environment walk-in rooms can be whatever you want them to be. Program a wintry blast, a desert or a rainforest depending on your scientific requirements. No one else offers as much experience with environmental rooms. You’re in control. Call Hotpack today for your FREE literature packet.

Hotpack works...with you...direct. Custom systems? Modifications? We’ll engineer to your needs. Call us toll free

800-523-3608
or 215-824-1700 in Pennsylvania

Hotpack Corporation 10940 Dutton Rd. Philadelphia, PA 19154 * Telex 685-1197

For Sales Rep To Call Circle Reader Service No. 309
For Literature Circle Reader Service No. 310

Free your lab from dependence on fetal bovine serum.

Call GIBCO today. Our technical specialists can discuss alternatives and help you decide which is best for you.

Tech-Line™: (800) 828-6613
In New York state: (800) 462-2555

GIBCO LABORATORIES
Life Technologies, Inc.
3175 Staley Road
Grand Island, New York 14072
For years, Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems had one distinct advantage over the competition: Superior products.
Now we have another: Superior worldwide customer service.

Becton Dickinson has acquired the assets of the current hematology and flow cytometry product lines, including the customer service business, of Ortho Diagnostic Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson.

The world of cell analysis is growing. Becton Dickinson Immunocyto-metry Systems is growing, too. For more than a decade, we've been providing superior products and technical innovations to help you answer your research questions. Now we've expanded our service organization as part of our continued commitment to meeting your cell analysis needs.

The acquisition of Ortho's service organization is the latest in a series of advances directed at bringing you total support. If you're already one of our customers, you'll benefit from the advantages of a responsive service organization.

The FACS AutoMATE™ automates sample transfer, delivery and injection.

Becton Dickinson phycoerythrin conjugates make simultaneous two-color analysis possible.

Fast sample preparation. Leuco-PREP™ speeds up mononuclear cell separations.

The flow cytometer that fits in every lab. FACScan™ puts the power of multi-color analysis into a compact flow cytometer.

Advanced multi-parameter, multi-color cell sorting. Becton Dickinson introduced fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) and continues to advance it with FACStar PLUS™.

All products shown are for research use only.
© 1987 Becton Dickinson
service organization that is five times larger than before. Current Ortho hematology and flow cytometry users will benefit, too. You will have ready access to the products and technological leadership of Becton Dickinson. You will also receive continued support from professionals who know your instruments, applications, and service needs. For those of you who are not yet our customers, be assured that one company, Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry Systems, now has all your cell analysis needs covered—from ready-to-use reagents, instrumentation, and applications support to worldwide service. Discover the advantages of total support. Call our toll-free number: (800) 223-8226; in CA, call (800) 821-9796.
How to process documents instead of words.

Ho hum, your word processor enables you to process words. But today, when you’re creating long, complex documents, you often have to process much more. Graphics, equations, columns, tables, etc.

Lotus Manuscript is a complete document creation system that can handle documents from 1 to 800 pages. Manuscript can mix text and graphics on the same page, graphics from Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony and Freelance Plus. It can also import spreadsheets and charts, plus diagrams and scanned images.

With our Integrated Outliner you can collapse a document to navigate the outline, or move any size section with just a few keystrokes.

You can globally format an entire Manuscript document, or format by sections.

Manuscript’s Document Compare feature highlights changes between revisions for foolproof proof-reading.

With our Document Preview feature you can see how any page will look before it’s printed. Zoom capability lets you take a closer look at graphics and equations.

Also, Manuscript automatically sizes and generates math equations as well as Greek symbols, diacritical marks and brackets.

Our powerful Print Formatter gives you control over the look of your document, from position and size of graphics, to fonts, point sizes and more.

Manuscript also takes full advantage of today’s printing technology, from dot-matrix to laser, including PostScript printers.

Manuscript is designed to work on most IBM PCs and compatibles. Its familiar 1-2-3 interface makes it easy to use. And our Manuscript evaluation kit makes it easy to try. For $10.00, you’ll get a presentation disk, working software, and a tutorial manual. To get your evaluation kit, call 1-800-345-1043, ask for lot #EE 1450. Or, for more information, see your authorized Lotus Dealer, or write Lotus Development Corp., 90 Annex, Atlanta, GA 30390-0370.

Lotus Manuscript

© 1987 Lotus Development Corporation. All rights reserved. Lotus, 1-2-3, Symphony and Freelance are registered trademarks and Lotus Manuscript is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. *Manuscript and Manuscript Evaluation Kit require 512K and a hard disk.
Tools of the Trade:

Biotechnology Products from Chemical Dynamics Corporation

Molecular Biology
- Restriction Enzymes
- Modifying Enzymes
- Thioredoxin for *in vitro* refolding of recombinant proteins

Cell Biology
- Buffers
- Culture Media

Immunology
- Protein A
- Immobilized Protein A
- Crystalline Avidin
- EIA Conjugation Reagents

Separation Technology
- Nucleogen® Columns
- ZetaChrom® Ion Exchange Devices
- Avid-Gel™ Affinity Chromatography Gel

Please call or write for the Special Biotechnology Issue of Chemalog® Hi-Lites.

See us at A.S.B.C. Meeting, Philadelphia June 8-11 Booth 779

CAN YOU COMPETE?

Arthur D. Little’s international consulting team of research and management professionals gives you the competitive edge.

Biotechnology Research & Consulting

Call us today to help you meet the challenge of biotechnology.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Acorn Park Cambridge, Massachusetts 617 864-5770
The Software Standard for PC Based Image Processing

Endorsed by all Major Imaging Hardware Manufacturers

To learn more about how you can solve advanced imaging problems on your microcomputer, call (800) 426-HALO.

media cybernetics
8484 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(800) 426-HALO, (301) 495-3305
Telex 322014

Image-Pro and HALO are registered trademarks of Media Cybernetics, Inc.
FTS Laboratory Freeze-Dryers—Engineered for Results.

Performance that doesn’t quit

FTS lyophilizers deliver the high-quality, repeatable performance you need for your most demanding laboratory applications.

Our titanium condensers—standard on floor models and optional on bench-top models—provide superior corrosion resistance even if water is the main vapor you’re trapping. For better trapping of low freezing-point vapors, we offer a bench-top system with condenser temperature to $-90^\circ C$ or lower.

Technology that’s constantly evolving to meet your needs

FTS leads the industry in laboratory freeze-dryer technology because we work closely with customers and understand your changing requirements. We continually improve and upgrade our freeze-dryer line to bring you the most advanced systems available.

Mix-and-match components maximize efficiency

To maximize efficiency, all FTS freeze-dryer systems are available as separate components. You can mix and match refrigeration, vacuum and product addition components. And, you can count on our trained, experienced representatives to help you put together a system just right for your application needs.

A full line of accessories and instrumentation add to the efficiency of your freeze-dryer system.

Designed to make your job easier

Every feature of our freeze-dryers is designed to make your job easier. Manifold bench-top models feature easily accessible ports for addition of flaskware without restrictive adapters. To facilitate stoppering and reduce contamination, our stoppering units use efficient electro-mechanical stoppering rather than leak-prone air-bladders.

Taper-lock trays with wedge-shaped side rails, forced fluid shelf design and optional removable bottom trays combine to maximize heat transfer on tray units. FTS freeze-dryers are also easy to operate and maintain. Digital control and indication are standard on tray dryers. FTS freeze-dryers are available on GSA contract.

To learn more about how FTS freeze-drying systems can help further your research, CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-251-1531 (Except New York State).
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FTS Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 158, Stone Ridge, NY 12484-0158 914-687-7664 TWX-510-247-0547 FAX-914-687-7481
NAVIGATING FOR SUCCESS WHERE ALL SCIENCE BEGINS
To help find your way through the often uncharted seas of protein purification, Pharmacia presents a powerful combination: FPLC® and PhastSystem. Their combined effect in your laboratory is more than ordinary research equipment. It's an explorer's dream! Why?

Navigation. PhastSystem characterizes your sample fast: high resolution SDS-PAGE or IEF in 30 minutes, coomassie staining in 30 minutes. Use PhastSystem first to learn the electrophoretic characteristics of your sample. Speed is what makes PhastSystem a perfect navigational aid for charting the course and monitoring the progress of protein separations. Then turn to FPLC with optimal conditions in hand. The speed, resolution and biological recovery of FPLC is maximized by the information gained from each previous electrophoretic step. Use PhastSystem at each stage of your chromatographic journey, gathering more information after each separation step. After the separations, a final purity check will assure you that you've arrived.

With FPLC and PhastSystem, you save time at each high resolution chromatographic and electrophoretic step. By selecting the right course for your separation, you'll never drift around in a sea of possible separation conditions.

Set your sails for success. Plot a course for your Pharmacia representative today.

Pharmacia products will be on display at the ASBC Meeting — Booths 361, 363, 365, 367, 369, 460, 462, 464, 466, 468
**MEMBER OF THE TEAM**

**SOFTWARE & HARDWARE**

for the
Molecular Biology Laboratory
from

**DNASTAR**

Over 45 Programs, Hundreds of Functions.

**INCLUDING:** DNA and protein sequence alignment ** comparison including DOTPLOT format ** pattern searching by site matrix ** restriction map construction from fragment digests ** probe design ** DNA bending in stereo ** protein structure predictions with hydrophobic moment ** RFLP analysis ** automatic or interactive sequencing project assembly with full editing ** alternate genetic codes ** coding region prediction ** open reading frames ** translation ** loop analysis ** sequence editing ** amino acid hydrophobicity and titration curves ** and much more...

Fast! Full text search of GenBank® and NBRF-PIR databases in seconds. Site and Lipman-Pearson homology searches in minutes.

Plotted graphics on any dot matrix or laser printer.

The most convenient user interface on the market - no computer commands to remember!

The **SEQ-EASY II™**, our digitizer/talker for entering sequences and measuring fragment sizes directly from gels with full editing capability, includes a complete keyboard.

Packages designed for your lab. Unparalleled customer service.

Distributed on **LASERGENE™** CD-ROM, cartridge tape, or diskette.

For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles. Networks supported. Call us for a demonstration.

DNASTAR, Ltd.
Link House
565-569 Chiswick High Rd.
London W4 3AY ENGLAND
(01) 994-0619

DNASTAR, Inc.
1801 University Ave.
Madison WI 53705 USA
(608) 233-5525
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Meet the MilliGen 9000 Series.
Now you can realize all the advantages of the latest Fmoc synthesis methods coupled with the convenience of programmable automation. At a price that puts peptide synthesis within the reach of even the smaller facility.

Optimized Fmoc chemistry simplifies synthesis and eliminates HF. In contrast to earlier batchwise techniques which rely on the differential acid lability of protecting groups, the new continuous flow MilliGen instruments use a mild orthogonal protecting scheme. Preactivated amino acid esters simplify protocols and instrumentation. Deprotection with mild base solutions replaces potentially damaging repetitive acid treatments. And final side chain deprotection and peptide-resin cleavage is achieved with TFA, rather than hazardous HF. A choice of peptide linkage agents lets you easily generate free peptide acids, amides or fully protected peptides.

The faster route to purer peptides. MilliGen's combination of straightforward, reliable Waters™ fluidics and innovative continuous flow methodology delivers high yields of high quality crude peptides. For standard protocols, total cycle times are less than an hour, and no double coupling is required. Post-synthesis procedures are fast, simple and safe. Syntheses are easily scaleable from 0.1 to 5.0 mmol, just by increasing reaction column diameter and pump flow rates.

Continuous flow operation minimizes reagent usage and greatly simplifies and speeds up production of peptide analogues. In addition, a built-in UV spectrometer provides a real-time monitor of system performance. An integral IBM compatible computer works with MilliGen Express-Peptide™ software to take the guesswork out of reagent calculation, to control instrument operation and to give you complete documentation of your synthesis.

Select the MilliGen instrument that meets your needs and budget. The price of the semi-automatic MilliGen 9020 is $35,000; the complete, fully automated MilliGen 9050, $55,000. All of our modular hardware and software can be easily and economically upgraded to meet your lab's changing needs.

To find out more, circle the Reader Service Card. Or call toll-free (800) 872-0071; in Massachusetts, (617) 275-5208.

MilliGen
Division of MILLIPORE
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Creative biotech from Eurogenetics

Based in Tessenderlo, Belgium, the company exists to develop and market diagnostic products. It provides a link between universities and industry to promote specifically European research projects.

Eurogenetics is a label of quality in the biotechnology and clinical laboratory market.

Now, Eurogenetics Bio-link program offers an integrated range of products for immunoassay: hardware, software and reagents.

**the BIO-LINK**

INTEGRATED HARDWARE SOFTWARE IMMUNOASSAY

- **Hardware:**
  The Euroreader microtiterplate reader is designed for ease of use, speed and flexibility. It offers networking via RS232C with IBM compatible hookup.

- **Software:**
  Elisa Aid is a software package for data reduction and analysis in the immunodiagnostic laboratory. Especially written for the Euroreader, it let the user concentrate on the lab work, the quality control and the result interpretation without worrying about the data handling. It allows in depth quality control follow-up, and histogram calculations. The package runs on IBM PC or compatible and offers an exceptional portfolio of curve-fitting, methods adaptable to all assay types.

- **Elisa reagents:**
  ELISA assays on microtiterstrips allow a flexible rapid coverage of the main diagnostic tests in the clinical laboratory, in a non isotopic way.
  - CMV
  - LH
  - TOXO
  - FSH
  - CRF
  - HCG
  - RF
  - Prolactin
  - ASLO
  - TSH
  - Ferritin
  - IgE
  All assays are quantitative determinations.

Eurogenetics n.v.
Industriepark 24
Industriezone West
3980 Tessenderlo/Belgium
Tel. 013/66.88.30
Telex 39112 eugen b

Eurogenetics Italia s.r.l.
Corso Vittorio Emanuele II n.52
10123 Torino
Tel. (011)561.20.60
Telefax (011)54.12.48
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Meet the MilliGen 7500. The only DNA synthesizer with a 100-mer guarantee.

A new level of performance for automated DNA synthesis. High-efficiency β-cyanoethyl chemistry, reliable positive-displacement microdelivery and a new generation of versatile, intelligent software. The MilliGen 7500 takes automated DNA synthesis a step further, to give you purer probes, longer fragments—and the trouble-free operation your work demands. And we back it up with a guarantee to produce a 100-mer on your installed system, in your lab.

MilliGen reagents, hardware and protocols are optimized for maximum yield, minimum cost per coupling. Stepwise yields greater than 99%, 5-minute cycle times and frugal consumption of amidites and reagents bring the cost per base down to a new low level. Probes, primers and linkers produced on the MilliGen 7500 often require no additional purification, and the high coupling efficiency makes it easier and more economical to produce even very long DNA fragments—100-, 120-, 140-mer and longer.

Smart software keeps you in control. And even talks you out of errors. A stand-alone IBM PC-AT (or, optionally, IBM compatible) computer gives you direct command of the innovative MilliGen Express-DNA™ software. In addition to a full array of pre-programmed and user-defined protocols, the system provides fully automated notebook management, real time monitoring of all synthesis parameters, and self-diagnostic routines that identify problems before they occur. There's even a built-in "lab assistant"—a computer voice that reads back entered sequences for single-handed, error-free proofing.

Get in touch with MilliGen. To find out more, call toll-free (800) 872-0071; in Massachusetts, (617) 275-5208. Or circle the Reader Service Card. We'll send you a brochure that gives all the details about the MilliGen 7500. And we'll also include a protocol for the novel, time-saving methylene blue staining technique shown above.

MilliGen Division of MILLIPORE

© 1987 Millipore Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.
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YOU CAN'T MOVE MOLECULES WITHOUT WHATMAN PAPER.

From SDS-PAGE to microsequenator: The direct route for protein transfer.

The problem.
Often, biologically active proteins of interest to a researcher are available in very limited quantities. While the sensitivity of the gas-phase sequenator has pushed the detection limit to as low as 10-20 pmol, isolation of such amounts of proteins in a form suitable for sequencing remains a challenge.

A solution.
Aebersold et al. developed a method involving the direct electrophoretic transfer of proteins and cleavage fragments onto activated Whatman GF/C or GF/F glass microfibre filter paper. The activated Whatman paper also acts as a support during the sequencing. The result: high yield and superior microsequencing characteristics.

Versatile. High recovery.
The authors reported the successful application of the method to a variety of proteins and peptides isolated from one-dimensional and two-dimensional polyacrylamide gels. There is no apparent restriction regarding the solubility, size or charge of the proteins. When using SDS-PAGE techniques, neither the acrylamide concentration nor the presence of a gradient affects the sensitivity or high transfer efficiency. Detection levels are 50 ng or less. Transfer efficiencies are typically in the range of 70 to 100%, even for high molecular weight proteins (100K to 200K daltons).

Superior for microsequencing.
The activated Whatman glass microfibre filter paper provides high initial yields and increased step-wise yields. As a result, dramatically extended sequence determinations are possible. Based on theoretical calculations, for example, for 20 pmol of protein and a detection limit of 2 pmol, 33 residues can be determined where only 25 were possible previously. Background levels are much lower, too. As little as 3 pmol of material can be sequenced due to the absence of extraneous peaks. If appropriate precautions are taken during electrophoresis, no NH₂-terminal blocking occurs.

Get more information today.
For a complete description of this straightforward, cost-effective method for isolating and sequencing submicrogram amounts of proteins, contact Whatman today for a reprint of the Aebersold paper. We'll also send you our current product information. For immediate assistance call (800) 242-7530. In New Jersey call (201) 773-5800.


Whatman Inc. 9 Bridewell Place, Clifton, NJ 07014
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Cut the sequencing story short while relying on your current know-how with our automatic sequencer

Genoscope™ helps you gain time in sequencing thanks to:

- **automatic reading** of the band pattern represented on the screen in real time. Your intervention is only required to remove ambiguities. The computer will assist you in data analysis.
- **well mastered techniques** used: Maxam and Gilbert as well as Sanger.
- **Genoscope’s built-in detectors.** You no longer need long gels and gradients.

Moreover, GENOSCOPE™ offers you **increased safety** by reducing the handling and the quantity of labelled products used.

For further information please contact, GENOFIT

Introducing the Four new ways to look at

Some say biochemistry is an art as much as a science. Because it requires the vision to look at things in new ways.

The Dionex BioLC Series gives you four new ways to look at biomolecules.

A breakthrough in carbohydrate analysis. No other technique can match the BioLC for sensitivity, specificity, and speed. High-specificity pulsed electrochemical detection lets you see endogenous or glycoprotein-derived carbohydrates with sensitivity equal to radio-labeling and 100 times greater than refractive index. Unique high-speed pellicular anion exchange resins easily separate carbohydrate epimers, isomers, and complex oligosaccharides with better selectivity than gas chromatography.

Worry-free protein and peptide isolations. BioLC components are completely metal free. So you can select the column and buffer that provide the best separation and maintain biological activity—without concern for metal contamination or corrosion. The BioLC System is perfect for analytical and semi-preparative FPLC®-type separations and has the high

FPLC is a registered trademark of Pharmacia, Inc.
Dionex BioLC™ Series.
biomolecular separations.

Fast and reliable compositional amino acid analysis. Dionex BioLC gives you the speed and sensitivity of PITC methods with superior reproducibility and specificity— even for complex samples. This performance has been made possible by high-specificity anion and cation exchange separation and post-column derivatization. And when sample amounts are limited, BioLC Systems give you the versatility to perform reversed phase separation of prederivatized amino acids.

Even non-chromophoric ions. Dionex is the world leader in separation and detection of non-chromophoric ions. This expertise now lets you look at biologically important ions in ways you may not have thought possible. With the Bio-Ion™ System, organic acids, inorganic ions, metals, surfactants, TFA, and antibiotics can be determined easily, with high speed and sensitivity.

Our BioLC technical support staff is ready to help with your biomolecular separations. Call or write for a free brochure. Or talk to your Dionex Sales Representative to see BioLC in action.
Dionex Corporation,
P.O. Box 3603,
Sunnyvale, CA
94088-3603
(408) 737-0700.

Dionex
A BETTER SOLUTION
Lauda circulators give you the highest technology in temperature control.

Even if you're low on space.

For the highest technology in temperature control, choose a Lauda Constant Temperature Circulator. With 28 models covering a temperature range from -120°C to +350°C, including two space-saving refrigerating models that measure only 8 inches across, there's bound to be a Lauda circulator that fits your needs—and your laboratory—perfectly.

Lauda circulators offer many advanced features for accurate, safe operation. Digital models have convenient temperature setting and a bright, easy-to-read LED display. All Lauda circulators are constructed of durable stainless steel and are protected by highly sophisticated safety features such as variable over-temperature control, which automatically cuts off power in case of overheating or low liquid level.

Accuracy to 0.01°C is assured by a supersensitive platinum temperature sensor coupled with proportionally integrated differential (PID) control. Lauda eliminates electrical interference with other instruments through zero crossover switching/RFI suppression. Energy-efficient refrigeration systems reduce energy consumption on low-temperature models by as much as 75%. And a 10 mV/°C analog output is supplied with several units.

Programmable Control

A built-in microprocessor-based programmer is available in heating and refrigerating models. This lets you program a series of temperature and time segments suited to your heating or cooling requirements.

For versatility in temperature control, Lauda technology gives you a choice of temperature ranges, features, and bath sizes that can't be matched. Whatever your requirements, there's a place for a Lauda circulator in your laboratory.

New Nalgene® Cryoware™ beats the others cold.
The advanced labware system for improved cryogenic storage. All designed by Nalge, the first name in high-tech plastic labware.

Cool Control with Nalgene Cryovials.
We designed them right from the start. We put screw threads outside the vial where they belong. We gave the closure a longer skirt, for uncontaminated aseptic procedures. Our closure seals—without a gasket. And we gave the vial a conical bottom for easier sample extraction—and a flat base to stand on its own. Plus, an opaque marking area for your ID codes and an easy-to-read fill line. In 1.2- and 2-mL sizes.

Cool Storage with Nalgene CryoBoxes™.
Isn’t it time you had all-plastic cryogenic storage boxes? Replace your flimsy cardboard or expensive stainless steel boxes with durable and economical Nalgene CryoBoxes. Grid and numbers on box top and inside keep track of inventory—one way fits keeps grids lined up. In standard 9x9 array (81 vials) and a new 5x5 array (25 vials). Stackable. Autoclavable. Tough. Strong. Never brittle—even at -196°C!

Cool Handling with Nalgene Cryovial Holders.
Your lab deserves our new, all-plastic cryovial holders, too. Holder interlocks with up to 50 Nalgene Cryovials to allow single-handed operation. Molded-in alpha-numeric identification system. Autoclavable.

Cool Fit with Nalgene CryoBox Racks.
We didn’t forget to design new stainless steel racks, either. Our racks fit your existing mechanical or liquid-nitrogen freezers and Dewars. Retainers hold new Nalgene CryoBoxes securely and separately—release quickly. Racks hold your existing cardboard or stainless steel boxes, too. Order Nalgene Cryoware from your Authorized Nalge Labware Dealer worldwide.

Cool Thinking from Nalge.
Call (716)586-8800 now for more information and free trial samples of sterile Nalgene Cryovials. Or send us the coupon today.

Nalge Company
Nalgene® Brand Products
The ability to listen. The technology to respond.

Send for free samples.
Prove it to me that Nalgene Cryoware beats the others cold. Send free trial samples of Nalgene Cryovials and more information about advanced Nalgene Cryoware.

Advanced Nalgene® Cryoware™
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©1987 Sybron Corporation
Nalgene, Cryoware and CryoBox are trademarks of Nalge Company

Nalge Company, A Subsidiary of Sybron Corp.
Box 20365, Rochester, NY 14602-0365

Nalge Cryoware features include:
- Reusable all-plastic Nalge Cryovials have printed grid and numbers inside to keep track of inventory.
- Nalge Cryovials are non-cytotoxic, non-pyrogenic, radiation sterilized. Available in 1.2- and 2-mL sizes.
- All-plastic Nalge Cryovials firmly in place for single-handed opening of closures.
- Outside thread design on Nalge Cryovials (left) reduces possible sample contamination. Inside thread of conventional vial (right) increases contamination risk and sample hang-up.
- Longer skirt length of closure on Nalge Cryovials minimizes risk of contamination in aseptic procedures. Conical bottoms allow complete sample extraction.
- New stainless steel Nalge CryoBox Racks hold Nalge CryoBoxes securely and separately with retainer clamps. Hold standard cardboard and stainless steel boxes, too.
Meet System Gold™ The Personal Chromatograph, new from Beckman. It's very special. It's easy to get to know. And it's the one you've been waiting for.

System Gold has all the highly capable modules essential for HPLC. But now they're linked together on a digital communications network. So you control them all from one place. Either the portable NEC lap-top computer. Or the powerful IBM PC-AT or -XT. In fact, with the latter's convenient mouse, you just point and click your way to more productivity.
That's Personal™ Chromatography.

Solvent Delivery. Performance, Precision and Reliability.
From 60 mL/minute to just 1 µL/minute, System Gold offers you single-piston technology you can count on.
Single and binary modules provide a uniform and pulse-free flow. With reproducibility that's better than ±0.1%.
What's more, they offer stand-alone programmability, a unique piston wash, high pressure dynamic mixing, and automated multi-solvent selection. In other words, System Gold solvent delivery modules think of everything.

Detection That's Sensitive and Versatile.
All-digital System Gold detectors give you nothing less than flawless and consistently reliable data. Featuring sharp, undistorted peaks. Low baseline noise. And variable wavelength monitoring.
Plus, real-time high sensitivity scanning provides data you just can't get with diode array detectors. Programmability optimizes results automatically. And, to complete the picture, there's a full range of flow cells, from micro to macro.

Personal Chromatography Makes It Easy.
System Gold can be configured for any application. Easily.
From methods development and quality control, to the analysis of amino acids, proteins, peptides and more.
Your System Gold LC could be up and running in just one hour. Installation is so easy you can do it yourself. And with electronic self-diagnostics, maintenance is a snap.

Go For The Gold.
Enough said. The best way to get to know the all-new System Gold series of Personal Chromatographs is to see them for yourself.
Just contact your local Beckman HPLC representative. In the U.S. call toll-free 800/742-2345. Or write Beckman Instruments, Inc., Altex Division, 2350 Camino Ramon, P.O. Box 5101, San Ramon, CA 94583. Offices in major cities worldwide.
Go for System Gold today.
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BECKMAN
A SMITHKLINE BECKMAN COMPANY

See us at HPLC '87 in
Amsterdam, June 28-July 3,
Booth No. 1

See us at ASBC in
Philadelphia, June 8-11,
Booth No. 313

©1987 Beckman Instruments, Inc. AX87-526 A
INTRODUCING HPLC WITH A PERSONAL TOUCH.

System Gold
The Personal™ Chromatograph
Other UV/VIS Spectrophotometers Don’t Compare

The Gilford Response™ II with two disk drives stores and recalls data (or programs), compares samples, and performs calculations and manipulations. All this is available in a single high performance UV/VIS Spectrophotometer. No extra data station or personal computer to buy - no external interfacing requirements or computer language to learn. Response II uses menu-driven software; data is stored or recalled from disk at the press of a CRT-defined, dynamic key.

Response II allows you to compare sample data; run-to-run, todays with yesterdays. It is our latest addition to our growing family of microprocessor-controlled UV/VIS Spectrophotometers.

NEW applications in temperature controlled nucleic acid and protein research.
- Programmed Denaturation
- Programmed Renaturation
- Renaturation Kinetics

Response II features:
- Two 5¼” floppy disk drives and one megabyte of RAM are used to facilitate storage and recall of over 250,000 data points per disk. Change the disk - the storage is unlimited.
- Recall and compare samples within analytical run, and from run-to-run in overlay data formats.
- Subtract sample data and display the difference or add samples of known concentration to compare to a mixture.
- Multiply or divide sample data by a factor to correct for dilution differences between samples.
- Gilford users can enhance their present Response system with the disk drive system.

These are just a few of the advantages of Response II and just the beginning of what Gilford Systems will be offering for extended UV/VIS applications. For more information or to arrange for a meeting with one of our Technical Sales Specialists, call 1-800-GILFORD.
Coulter cordially invites you to see a demonstration of the latest state-of-the-art technology in:

- Automated cell counting
- Submicron particle sizing
- High-resolution cell size distribution analysis
- Laser-based electrophoretic mobility distribution analysis
- Automated, nondestructive pore size distribution analysis

For the fastest, most reliable results in cell and particle research... adorn your lab in classic black... from Coulter.

Call today to schedule your demonstration. 800-526-6932; in Florida 800-432-6518. Ask for extension 2818.

Outside the U.S.A., contact your local Coulter representative.

COULTER
WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Scientific Instruments Marketing, P.O. Box 2145
Hialeah, Florida 33012-0145 USA

Cell size distribution and cell counting
The COULTER MULTISIZER is a rapid, accurate, broad range (30:1 by diameter) analyzer that offers the equivalent of 25,600 channels of resolution with patented windowing features. The instrument simultaneously counts and sizes cells or other particles over a range of 0.4 to 1200 μm using the proven Coulter volumetric, one-by-one principle. Linear or log scaling allow easy handling of broad or narrow distributions.
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Submicron particle size analysis
The COULTER Model N4 analyzer series comprises three instrument models that all provide average particle size over a range of 3 mm to 3 μm, molecular weight, standard deviation and diffusion coefficient. They will measure the size of macromolecules, emulsion droplets or other particles in suspension. Features include sizing in 60 seconds, new Multi-Tau software and multi-angle measurements.
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Cell counting with microprocessor automation
The COULTER COUNTER Model ZM offers the user an economical but expandable system that provides the speed (5000 particles/sec) and accuracy (differentials within 0.05 FL) of Coulter volumetric counting and sizing of cells plus the ease of microprocessor control. Dual thresholds permit direct readout of particle count and size above (or between) preset limits. Suitable for analysis of cells or emulsion droplets from 0.4 to 1200 μm.
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Cell size distribution accessory
The COULTER CHANNELIZER® 256 analyzer was specially designed for use with the Model ZM, enhancing that system to allow rapid cell size distribution measurements. Its 16, 64, 128 or 256 real-time channels are expandable to 2,560 channels with windowing feature. Provides resolution to 0.05 FL and a dynamic range of 3:1 by diameter.
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Electrophoretic mobility distributions
The COULTER DELSA measures the mobility of charged particles in liquid suspension such as membrane vesicles, liposomes or lymphocytes in just minutes.
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Particle characterization services
The Coulter Scientific Instruments Applications Laboratory offers application troubleshooting and consulting services as well as a calibration service traceable to NBS standards.
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Get the results you want instantly with Polaroid instant films and imaging systems.

If you ever have to capture a breakdown in quality, the last thing you'll want is photography that fails.

With Polaroid instant imaging you never have to worry. Because our full line of over 40 different instant professional films, from 35mm to 8 x 10", will deliver the results you want, when you want them. You can document, review, or present your findings instantly.

You can choose from a complete range of color or black and white emulsions that meet the requirements of virtually any QC need. In the formats and film types you really want.

What's more, we offer you a comprehensive range of instant imaging systems. Cameras for photography of laboratory set-ups and for recording off screen from instruments. Copy stands for recording flat art or very small objects. Plus electronic imaging systems for
Instant Recall.

recording from most types of computers—PC's to mainframes—and from VCR's as well.

Everything, in short, to get you off the spot, on the spot.

Better still, you can do it all yourself. In house, in complete confidentiality. Without the delays that outside services create.

Quality control is a lot easier when you have a photographic memory. Especially an instant one.

For the Polaroid Professional Film Center or Professional Products Dealer nearest you, call toll-free 800-343-5000, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time.

For more information, mail this coupon to Polaroid Corporation, Dept. 688, P.O. Box 5011, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

Please send me information about:

- Polaroid Professional Films for Scientific Imaging
- Polaroid Instant Imaging Hardware

Name
Company
Address
City
State:  
Zip
Telephone

© 1987 Polaroid Corporation "Polaroid"®
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Run with us.

There's a new name in electrophoresis... HBI.

It stands for sophisticated components, designed to integrate as systems for superior results and safer operation at high voltages.

It eliminates the problem of finding the equipment you need for the speed, simplicity and resolution you demand in electrophoretic separations.

HBI means faster DNA sequencing without 'smile effect'... an IEF Cell for both preparative and analytical work... visualization of nucleic acids as they separate in our UVA Agarose Cell and UVT Transilluminator... and a Densitometer that simplifies quantitating, thanks to its plain language dialog.

Choose an entire HBI System or the components to build it, from power supplies (250 to 5,000 volts) to cooling systems, plus a complete line of chemicals and ampholytes, all available through major scientific supply dealers. HBI Technical Support is available to help you make the right selection; HBI Service is available to keep it running perfectly.

Need more information? Call toll-free: 1-800-631-1369 (in NJ, 201-843-2320) or write: HBI, 244 Saddle River Road, Saddle Brook, NJ 07662-6001.

For unique laboratory equipment
HAAKE BUCHLER INSTRUMENTS, INC.
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If safety evaluation is your responsibility, we're here to help you get the data you need.

Our Acute Toxicology Department specializes in short term toxicological studies, conducting as many as 800 each year. We supply the data for such things as MSDS sheets, PMN's, FIFRA registration, product labeling, employee protection, OSHA compliance and DOT classifications. Our capabilities also include preliminary screening studies prior to initiation of comprehensive programs, and pre-market testing of a wide range of chemicals, pharmaceuticals and consumer products.

We routinely conduct acute toxicity, irritation and sensitization studies — and a full range of subchronic, neurotoxicity and phototoxicity studies.

And when it comes to people, we have more of the best. Credentials of our study directors, supervisory and technical staff include Society of Toxicology membership and certification by AALAS and the American Board of Toxicology.

So when a short term study is called for, contact us. We have the expertise to respond quickly, and provide accurate results on schedule.

Acute Toxicology Testing. We do it right the first time. On time.

Bio/dynamics, Inc. Results you can trust.

Mettlers Road, East Millstone, New Jersey 08873 • (201) 873-2550

TOXICOLOGY • INHALATION TOXICOLOGY • PATHOLOGY • METABOLIC AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY • QUALITY ASSURANCE • FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
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The new frontiers in biology today are the frontiers of biotechnology tomorrow.

**BIOTECHNOLOGY: The Renewable Frontier**

*Edited by*  
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.  
*Editor, Science*

Discoveries in the modern biology laboratory are of great practical importance in industry today, as they have been in medicine for many years. This volume clearly illustrates the extraordinary cross-disciplinary aspects of modern biology and its tremendous impact on the future. Like its 1984 predecessor, this collection presents the latest and most important topics at the forefront of biological research. Compiled from papers in *Science*, 1985.

**Contents**

I. New Techniques  
In Vitro Mutagenesis  
Novel Genomes of Large DNA Viruses  
Heterologous Protein Secretion from Yeast  
Genetic Linkage Map of the Human X Chromosome  
Protein Insertion into & Across Membranes

II. Immunology  
Transfectomas to Novel Chimeric Antibodies  
Histocompatibility Antigens on Murine Tumors  
Factors in Protein Antigenic Structure

III. Developmental Biology and Cancer  
Spatially Regulated Expression of Homeotic Genes in *Drosophila*  
Plasticity of the Differentiated State  
Oncogenes in the Cytoplasm & Nucleus  
Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factors  
X-Ray Structure of Displatin with DNA  
Immunoglobulin Heavy-Chain Enhancer: Tissue-Specific Factors

IV. Hormones and Metabolism  
Atrial Natriuretic Factor  
The LDL Receptor Gene  
Human von Willebrand Factor

V. Biotechnology  
Biotechnology & Food  
Drug Biotechnology: The Japanese Challenge

VI. Virology  
Nucleotide Sequence of Yellow Fever Virus  
Three-Dimensional Structure of Poliovirus

VII. Plant Sciences  
*Arabidopsis thaliana* & Molecular Genetics  
Safety & Genetic Engineering in Agriculture

VIII. Behavior and Sensory Phenomena  
The Cellular Basis of Hearing  
Insect Colony Sociogenesis  
Neurotrophic Factors

1986; 400 pp., comprehensive index, 125 illustrations and tables  
Hardcover $29.95; AAAS members $23.95  
Softcover $17.95; AAAS members $14.35

VISA, MasterCard, and Choice accepted; include account number, expiration date, and signature. Order from American Association for the Advancement of Science, Marketing, Dept. F, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Please add $1.50 postage and handling per order. Allow 4 – 6 weeks for delivery.
The astonishingly bright, high-contrast image. The wide selection of quality accessories. The large stationary stage for maximum stability. The very modest price. The renowned Diaphot.

It's the inverted microscope from Nikon that's designed to meet all the requirements of your research laboratory.

The Diaphot utilizes Nikon's exclusive CF optics, famous for their crisp, clear images. These optics deliver the extra edge that's needed in today's research and clinical laboratories.

A wide selection of accessories allow you to meet all the documentation requirements of your laboratory—from 35mm to large format and Polaroid® CCTV and cinemicrography. With special CF objectives ranging from 4X through 100X, the Diaphot has complete capability in phase contrast, fluorescence and Nomarski DIC.

The Nikon Diaphot is engineered for functional performance and reliability. For maximum stability, its solid die-cast body has a very low center of gravity and the fixed stage makes Diaphot ideal for micromanipulation. And in addition to everything you heard, the Diaphot's striking superiority is available at a very modest price.

To learn even more about the renowned Diaphot, contact: Nikon Inc., Instrument Group, 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530. (516) 222-0200.

© 1987 Nikon Inc.

NIKON DIAPHOT
INVERTED MICROSCOPE
For information circle reader service number 169
For a demonstration circle reader service number 170

Nikon
Extending Man's Vision
Don't Be Left Holding The Bag.

“What do you mean it doesn’t grow your cells? I made it with the same powdered media as the last time.”

If you are using powdered media, chances are you’re introducing many variables to your work. Don’t be surprised. Just because you prepare your medium the same way every time doesn’t mean that it is always the same. Unforeseen problems could be introduced in your water system in the form of endotoxin, microbial and chemical contaminants. Additional problems could result from airborne particulates in your hood, particulates and bioburden in your caps, bioburden and residue in your bottles, and variability introduced by the powdered media.

So, the next time you run an experiment, the medium you take for granted could be letting you down.

The solution to this problem is our quality liquid media. At Whittaker M.A. Bioproducts we routinely monitor all aspects of production. The quality of air in our aseptic filling core is precisely controlled. The defined oven load configurations used in production have been validated for sterilization effectiveness. Our water system is tested daily and its endotoxin levels are lower than water for injection standards. Hundreds of Standard Operating Procedures are in place to assure you consistent, quality products. And none of our media are prepared from reconstituted powder.

The next time you consider using powdered media choose quality liquid media from Whittaker M.A. Bioproducts. We won’t leave you holding the bag.

Telephone toll free, 800-638-8174.
In Maryland, 800-231-3352.
In Washington, D.C. Metro, 800-426-7811.

Whittaker M.A. Bioproducts
P.O. Box 127, Biggs Ford Road • Walkersville, MD 21793 • (301) 898-7025
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Büchi gives you more.

Rotary evaporators to meet more needs, giving you more value.

Move up to Büchi. Whether it's a fully automated evaporation system with microprocessor control or a basic rotary evaporator, there's a Büchi Rotavapor designed to fit your needs.

**More versatility and reliability.** Büchi rotary evaporators handle volumes as low as 5 mL and up to 50 L or more. A wide range of models and glassware assemblies lets you choose a system for most any solvent, any application, any need. Büchi rotary evaporators are built to give you years of reliable service.

**More convenience and efficiency.** Büchi rotary evaporators have constant high-torque drives for efficient evaporation regardless of load. The improved quick-action Servo-Jack makes it easier than ever to lower and raise the evaporator into and out of the bath. And vertical condensers such as the cold trap increase condensation efficiency and save valuable bench space.

**More safety.** Büchi rotary evaporators feature variable speed sparkless induction motors. Plastic nozzles on condensers provide safer tube connections. And heating baths have low-liquid-level protection and over-temperature safety shutoff.

**More value for you.** Move up to Büchi for the widest equipment range, intelligent design, and reliable performance. Move up for versatility, convenience, efficiency, and safety—for outstanding value that has made Büchi the world's best seller.


*Rotavapor* is a registered trademark of Büchi Laboratoriums-Technik AG.
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Do Your Cell Cultures Have Mycoplasma Contamination?

The only way to be certain is to screen them regularly. The best screening system available is the CELLshipper from BIONIQUE.

**It's Easy:** Bionique supplies the vessel containing a cell-adherent coating. Just add your cells, fix them, and within minutes you can mail them air-dried to our diagnostic lab. No leakage. No biohazards. Bionique even supplies a padded, pre-addressed mailer.

**It's Effective:** Published data indicate that our DNA-fluorochrome technique is 98% effective at detecting contamination, and Bionique guarantees that results will be sent out within 48 hours.

**Note:** Bionique also offers a combination of DIRECT CULTURE testing plus a DNA-FLUOROCHROME stain after passage on an indicator cell line for the optimum in sensitivity and reliability.

*Only BIONIQUE offers you the “CELLshipper” and a complete array of mycoplasma detection and control services*

For a catalog, call 518/891-2356 or write to:

**Technical Services**
BIONIQUE LABORATORIES, INC.
Bloomingdale Road
Saranac Lake, New York 12983
The advanced features of the SORVALL® RC-5C give you utmost flexibility. When you enter your run, both “set” and “run” conditions are simultaneously displayed. You can instantly check g-force at any speed by touching the RCF Mode. Duplication of any run is easy and convenient, thanks to a built-in \( \omega^2 dt \) integrator that calculates the total centrifugal effect.

Are your procedures more routine? Then choose the practical RC-5B. This workhorse offers straightforward selection of run conditions in any sequence and allows you to change run parameters anytime during the run. No vacuum is required to achieve rotor speeds or maintain operating temperatures. You will find this time-tested instrument performing in laboratories worldwide.

Either way, whether you choose digital electronics to save you effort or opt for a simpler analog model and save money, SORVALL® Superspeeds give your research an edge. It’s the edge that comes from the “working knowledge” built into all Du Pont Biotechnology products—NEN® Research Products, ZORBAX® chromatography columns and process packings, CODER® and COUPLER® DNA and Peptide synthesizers, Cell Culture Products and SORVALL® centrifuges.

Call us...we speak your language—1-800-551-2121. In Canada, call 416-498-9380.

Or write Du Pont Company, Biotechnology Systems, BRML, G-50636, Wilmington, DE 19898.
The right chromatograph is going to cost you less.

**Isco chromatographs offer top value.**
An Isco single-pump ternary or dual-pump binary gradient system complete with IBM-PC/XT can give you greater performance and capability than the two top-selling systems that cost much more. You'll get great value with any Isco HPLC system: analytical, microbore, or prep; stainless or inert.

**With top performance.** An Isco system gives you a precision pump that can be programmed to change flow rate based on either time or volume delivered. A sensitive, stable 190-to-750 nm detector with flow cells down to 0.12 μl. And a complete, powerful data management system that is actually easier to use than many simple integrators found in other chromatographs.

And top reliability. We've made over 50,000 detectors, pumps, and related instruments to earn our reputation for dependability. We back it up with the best warranty offered anywhere—three years, parts and labor.

Find out how much value Isco gives you by sending for a comparison of the leading HPLC systems. We'll also include our 80-page general catalog and 48-page HPLC catalog. Call toll free (800) 228-4250 (except NE, AK) or write: Isco, Inc., P.O. Box 5347, Lincoln, NE 68505.
Designed By Forma.  
Built By Forma.  
Priced To Sell.  

Biological Safety Cabinets  
And Laminar Flow Systems  

Only one company can build a biohazard hood with the rugged dependability of a Forma biofreezer. With the quality of a Forma incubator. And backed by a proven tradition of technical support and customer service.  
The company is Forma Scientific. 
Now, Forma introduces a complete line of Class II, Type A and B containment hoods and laminar flow systems for product and personnel protection. 
Forma technology, Forma construction, Forma quality. 
Our cabinets are engineered for quieter, safer and more economical operation. With longer filter life, greater operator comfort and less maintenance. 
Each one manufactured exclusively at our Marietta, Ohio headquarters ... one of the most advanced laminar flow testing and laboratory equipment production facilities in the world. 
Biological safety hoods, animal isolators, total exhaust and fume hoods, clean air benches and laminar flow modules. All designed to exceed NSF, NIH or other industry criteria for certified safety and protection. And all from Forma. Where we put the beauty in the performance.  

Call Us!  

Free Offer!  
A handcrafted silk rose, for your time and interest in Forma laminar flow products. Learn more about our new hoods and our great prices. Call toll-free today.  

Forma Scientific  
DIVISION OF MALLINCKRODT, INC.  
BOX 649  MARIETTA, OH 45750  TELEX 29-6205  

Toll-Free USA and Canada  800-848-3080  
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IBI is proud to introduce the first **BLOT QUALIFIED** line of **GENOMIC GRADE™** restriction enzymes specifically designed for **RFLP**, **gene mapping** and **OFAGE/FIGE** applications. In addition to our normal stringent quality control procedures, each lot is assayed on **high molecular weight GENOMIC DNA**. Samples prepared from both **peripheral blood and cultured cells** are digested to completion, transferred to a nylon membrane and subsequently probed. By incorporating into our Quality Control assay procedures the same substrate used in your own experiments, **GENOMIC DNA**, many commonly observed artifacts related to genomic analysis are eliminated. These unique functional assays guarantee:

- **STRONG UNIT EQUIVALENTS** — The number of units required for complete digestion of DNA derived from both peripheral blood and cultured cells is reported for each lot of Genomic Grade enzymes. By taking into account due to substrate specificity (GENOMIC DNA vs. lambda), or the protocols employed in sample preparation (blood vs. cells), the likelihood of a **partial digestion in your hands is minimized**.

- **OPTIMAL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO** — Minimum acceptable signal-to-noise ratio is determined by laser densitometry of **blot autoradiograms**. High levels of background or smeared lanes can obscure complex or faint patterns making data difficult or impossible to interpret. Each lot of Genomic Grade enzyme has passed this sensitive functional assay.

DNA was prepared from normal peripheral blood leukocytes, digested to completion with *Pvu* II (Genomic Grade) and transferred from a 1.5% agarose gel to a nylon filter membrane. A 1.2 Kb DRβ cDNA clone contained in the *Pst* I site of pBR322 was used as the probe. Densitometry values are presented as ratios in the following format: filter background/lane background/band signal or, in this example, an average signal-to-noise ratio of 30:1.

**Quality Biologicals from...**
**NO DETECTABLE SPECIFIC ENODONUCLEASE CONTAMINATION** — The level of detection of extraneous fragments is increased 1,000-fold under blotting conditions as compared to sensitivities achievable by visual examination of an ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (5 picograms as compared to 5 nanograms). These dramatically improved levels of sensitivity are a prerequisite if easily misinterpretable artifacts are to be avoided.

**NO DETECTABLE PLASMID CONTAMINATION** — Only intact-vector probes are used in IBI's Genomic Grade blotting assays to ensure that even trace amounts of vector DNA contaminants in the enzyme preparation are readily detected. This more closely resembles the conditions in your own lab where gel purified fragments invariably contain some vector material. The level of sensitivity exceeds 5 picograms plasmid DNA per lane, eliminating the possibility of false positives.

DNA was prepared from three different cultured β-lymphoblastoid cell lines, digested to completion with Rsa I (Genomic Grade) and transferred to a nylon filter membrane. A DRβ clone contained in the plasmid pBR322 was then nick-translated and used as the probe. DRβ was employed because of its highly polymorphic nature. As is evident in the autoradiogram, no signals are present in the molecular weight range >2.3 Kb, where one would expect to detect plasmid contamination.

Has your ability to interpret your southern blots become more of an art than a science? Protect the integrity of your precious samples, as well as your interpretations. The highest level of confidence is assured with IBI Genomic Grade Enzymes. FUNCTIONAL TESTING guarantees uncompromised enzyme performance and reliability in this specialized area of application.

**GENOMIC GRADE™ restriction enzymes — ANOTHER IBI FIRST!**

To find out more about this exciting new line of GENOMIC GRADE restriction enzymes please call 1-800-243-2555 today. International inquiries, call your local IBI affiliate or IBI at 203-786-5620. TELEX 643993. IBI CANADA, call TOLL-FREE 800-387-1525.
Productivity Personified

A new era in cell culture has arrived. Invitron's Static Maintenance Reactor (U.S. Patent No. 4,537,860) is the result of a 15 year marriage of cell biology with bioengineering. This revolutionary cell culture bioreactor approaches—within a pharmaceutical environment—the condition under which cells exist in living tissue.

Just one of these reactors has the capacity to produce multi-gram quantities of product...every day...for months at a time. Annualized, this means that each reactor has multi-kilogram capacity.

Eighteen such reactors, each exquisitely interfaced with computer automated life support systems, are the centerpiece of our new, million-liter pharmaceutical manufacturing facility.

Join Us: Together we will bring your biopharmaceuticals to the marketplace.

For further information contact:

INVITRON
8000 Maryland Ave. • Suite 860
Clayton, MO 63105
314 727-8255 • 800 325-1792
How to simplify DNA and protein input and analysis

Hitachi HIBIO-DNASIS™ software can put an advanced research system on your desk top.

A powerful new tool for research in molecular biology, Hitachi’s HIBIO-DNASIS collects, analyzes, and presents nucleic acid and protein sequences. The system’s extraordinary power, speed, and flexibility are achieved through the use of highly advanced—yet affordable—microcomputer technology.

HIBIO-DNASIS lets you perform DNA and amino acid editing, DNA analysis and sequence connection, protein analysis, and database referencing. Sophisticated software makes data entry easy. It also gives you an unsurpassed variety of mechanisms for quickly identifying proteins and aiding the connection of DNA fragments. Powerful color graphics simplify the analysis of complicated data easier. And, the only hardware you’ll need is an IBM PC®, XT®, AT®, or compatible, plus hard disk and monitor with interface, giving you mainframe-like power at a fraction of the cost.

An optional digitizer eases data entry and you can add a speech synthesizer that verifies data input, making entry even faster and more accurate. The optical CD-ROM allows quick referencing of GenBank and the NBRF Protein Bank.

HIBIO-DNASIS has been designed to be your complete solution—now and in the future. It truly sets the standard for computer automation in the biotechnology environment. Call or write for more information.

IBM PC, XT, and AT are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Computer Division
950 Elm Avenue
San Bruno, CA 94066

Telephone:
In U.S.A.: 1-800/538-8157, Ext. 887
In California: 1-800/672-3470, Ext. 887

Hitachi Software Engineering Co., Ltd.
6-81, Onoe-machi, Naka-ku,
Yokohama 231, Japan
Telephone: (045) 681-2111
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NOW! SAMPLES UP TO 15 ML...

CENTRIPREP™
CONCENTRATOR

Recovery
> 95% — Fast
Low adsorption YM membrane concentrates and desalts biological samples in less than 50 minutes.

High Solids Processing. Rapid purification of low-MW species from solids-laden samples such as fermentation broths.

Easy to Use and Gentle. Three simple steps, using a standard lab centrifuge. Gentle separation without denaturation or shear.

Try It! To discuss your application with a technical specialist, please call Toll Free 1-800-343-1397.
To order, please call Toll Free 1-800-343-0696 (in Canada 800-387-4042). Starter Kit available.

amicon
a GRACE company

SETTING THE STANDARD IN SEPARATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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Are You Enjoying Every Advantage of Video Technology?

A Free Needs Analysis Lets You Know.

Video technology has fast become an indispensable tool in research & development, test and measurement, semi-conductor, and general science. For documentation, training, on-line inspection, teaching or research, video communicates best.

We know. Many of the recent technological innovations in broadcast television cameras and monitors have been developed by Ikegami engineers.

So, as we introduce our full line of video imaging systems for science and industry, we want to be certain that you are in a position to fully benefit from our products.

One of Our Fine Video Products

Ikegami engineers a full line of color and monochrome cameras and monitors designed exclusively for science and industry. The ITC-370M color camera* is just one example. This 3-tube camera achieves superb image quality combined with new advanced automatic functions, controlled by microcomputer. The ITC-370M is rugged, lightweight, and simple to operate. The microcomputer eliminates the need for special adjustments. Auto white balance, auto black balance and auto centering functions enable the camera to be operated easily by any user to produce optimal results.

That's why we're offering our free needs analysis. It's yours by simply filling out the card below and returning it in your company envelope. Upon receipt, we will review it and offer specific recommendations based on your particular needs. For an immediate response, please call our regional office for the dealer nearest you.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171; West Coast: (213) 534-0050; Midwest: (312) 834-9774

Please mail to: Ikegami Electronics, 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
YES: I'd like to receive your free video needs analysis. I understand this is a no-obligation offer.

NAME ________________________________
COMPANY ________________________________
TITLE ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
PHONE NO ________________________________
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES: ________________________________
PRESENT VIDEO EQUIPMENT USED: ________________________________
FOR WHAT APPLICATION: ________________________________
WHAT OTHER APPLICATIONS ARE YOU CONSIDERING? ________________________________
WHAT IS YOUR BUDGET FOR VIDEO EQUIPMENT? ________________________________
ARE YOUR NEEDS □ IMMEDIATE □ 3 MONTHS □ 6 MONTHS □ OTHER ______
THANK YOU

*ITC-370M does not come equipped with a microscope.
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Pro/WASH™ — The way ELISA was meant to be

Pro/WASH, a specially designed wash module, is the latest advance in the Pro/Pette automated pipetting system. Now Pro/Pette automates all of your liquid handling—from dilutions and transfers to wash steps in ELISA, FIA and other heterogeneous immunoassays. With Pro/WASH you get more scientific control of the wash procedure:

- Set the wash volume from 1-3500 µl
- Choose the soak cycle time
- Select the number of washes
- Choose the rows to be washed

Hooked to the CETUS™ Pro/Pette system, Pro/WASH lets you walk away from the drudgery of assays that have repetitive wash steps. Now you can automatically:

- Deliver samples to your assay plate
- Aspirate and wash
- Deliver the next reagent
- Incubate (at room temperature) and repeat—all under the control of the Pro/Pette system.

For more information call your Perkin-Elmer Technical Representative. Or, for literature in the U.S., call 1-800-762-4000.

Perkin-Elmer Corp.
761 Main Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06859-0012

Pro/WASH—the last step in total ELISA automation.
In your small world of antigens and cells there are no stains that can illuminate your targets as well as AuroProbe* LM... in defining cell structure and surface using light microscopy, no immunostains offer such unmatched contrast and sensitivity.

AuroProbe LM immunoprosbes contain secondary antibodies or streptavidin linked to 5 nm colloidal gold particles. The colloidal gold signal is strongly enhanced with IntenSE*, Janssen's new and easy to use silver enhancement kit. IntenSE silver enhancement can be performed in natural light and does not require any special changes in your protocols.

Light up your research with AuroProbe LM and IntenSE, the most advanced immunocytochemical stains available.


Rat pancreas. Islet of Langerhans stained with AuroProbe LM for glucagon. Paraffin section counterstained with hematoxylin. (Courtesy of Drs. in't Veld and C.F.M. Van Schravendijk, VUB, Belgium)

40 Kingsbridge Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854
Toll free: 1-800-624-0137
Telex: 6853051

Turnhoutseweg 30, B-2340 Beerse BELGIUM
Tel.: 014/60.33.85
Telex: 32.540
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JANSSEN
LIFE SCIENCES PRODUCTS

JANSSEN
pioneering in Life Sciences technology
NOW YOU CAN ORDER NEW CONVENIENCE FROM THE FULLHEST ELECTROPHORESIS LINE ON THE MARKET. FULL ENOUGH TO WARRANT A SEPARATE SECTION IN THE NEWEST KODAK CATALOG THAT INCLUDES HIGH QUALITY REAGENTS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS AND ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION.

NEW BUFFEREZE™ PATCHETS FOR ELECTROPHORESIS
Packet convenience simplifies handling, because you've got better things to do than mix. BufferEZE Formula I TRIS/Glycine is the first in a full line of pre-mixed buffers. A single packet makes 4 litres. Call or circle No. 156.

NEW GEL DUPLICATING KITS FOR FILM OR PAPER
Quality reproductions. No camera needed. Contact photographic process takes just 15 minutes. You can even enhance faint protein bands. EDF film for silver and nickel stained gels. EDP paper for gels stained with blue dye. Distinctly Kodak.
Pre packaged starter kits contain developing trays, box of electrophoresis film or paper, photochemical kit, electronic timer, clips and stirrers. We also offer the film, paper and photochemicals separately. Call or circle No. 157.

You'll find the usual and the unusual in the new KODAK Laboratory and Research Products Catalog No. 53. All the specialties you expect from Kodak in six expanded sections—General Organics, Electrophoresis, Chromatography, Dyes and Stains, LabLEADER™ Analytical Standards and Biological Probes. And we're one supplier that's ready to produce and deliver in about any quantity you want—gram, kilo or more. Lower pricing for volume. Call for a quote.

Chloromethylated Polystyrene 1% and 2% Divinylbenzene Copolymer Beads are the new high quality resins for peptide synthesis. Manufactured and characterized by Kodak. Available in gram to kilo quantities. Call or circle No. 158.
The new Eppendorf Micro Centrifuge.

With 50% higher capacity, variable speed, quieter operation, and quick-release rotor.

Brand new and turning 18.

Higher capacity...plus. The new 18-place Model 5415 Micro Centrifuge gives you important operating advantages—with unique Eppendorf quality.

Versatile in use. Model 5415 has a variable-speed motor that reaches a maximum of 14,000 rpm with an RCF of 16,000 × g; a 30-minute timer; and a momentary button for short spins. It accepts 1.5 mL, 500 µL, 400 µL, and 250 µL Eppendorf Microcentrifuge Tubes and blood collection microtubes, such as B-D Microtainer® Tubes.

New rotor design. The enclosed rotor design reduces air turbulence and noise. Tubes are angled precisely at 45° to maximize pellet formation.

Enclosed rotor design reduces air turbulence and noise. Tubes are angled precisely at 45° to maximize pellet formation.

Quick-release feature allows the 18-position rotor to be easily transported even when loaded.

Safe and rugged. The Eppendorf 5415 Micro Centrifuge is UL listed for safety. It’s so rugged that an accidentally unbalanced load won’t cause excessive vibration or motor damage.


Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>14,000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum RCF</td>
<td>16,000 × g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test-tube capacity</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time required for max</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time required to stop</td>
<td>12 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>28 x 21 x 28.5 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Microtainer® Tubes is a registered trademark of Becton Dickinson and Company.

For literature circle reader service number 215
For a demonstration circle reader service number 216

Eppendorf

Brinkmann INSTRUMENTS, INC.

Shaping the future.
One of the most persistent problems in immunoassay development has been solved... totally. With the introduction of the Silent Monitor 96 well plate from Pall BioSupport, noise that has hindered your creative ideas for multi-well test plate assays has finally and completely been silenced.

The Silent Monitor test plate features open bottomed wells individually sealed with Pall BioSupport biotechnology-grade Nylon 66 based membranes. A proprietary sealing technique isolates each membrane-well bottom. Crosstalk caused by wicking and diffusion between wells, as well as spreading and coalescing of droplets beneath wells, is eliminated... completely.

Your assay solution will not pass through the membrane-bottomed wells until you initiate it, under easy, efficiently controlled standard vacuum procedures.

The result: You now have the ability to develop assays that take full advantage of both diffusion and flow-through protocols. Diffusion allows the use of controlled, high-binding capacity Pall solid phase membranes, in place of limited function solid plastic wells.

Enhanced flow-through protocols using microporous membranes as filtration/separation barriers or as the solid phase, are equally available for your unqualified use.

You now have the flexibility of working with the most widely accepted, versatile biotech grade membranes for your next generation of immunoassay, gene probe, solid phase immobilization and filtration/separation applications... yet during all your assays, the risk and the waste of crosstalk is not even an echo of a memory.

For more information, technical assistance and the membrane selection guidance that will help you successfully develop your products, write or call today: Pall BioSupport Division, 77 Crescent Beach Road, Glen Cove, NY 11542: 800-645-6246 (in New York State: 516-759-1900).

Pall BioSupport
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Introducing Streamlined Protein Micro-Sequencing

The Protein Sequencer from Porton Instruments is designed with a novel integrated fluid delivery system to simplify and reduce the cost of protein micro-sequencing. Our sequencer is smaller, less complex and it uses fewer and lower quantities of solvents and reagents to perform the Edman degradation and ATZ conversion.

Yet, for all its simplicity, you can sequence picomole amounts of protein and obtain high-quality results with the Porton Protein Sequencer. It can be used with any HPLC and data analyzer to form a cost-effective analytical system. We'd like to tell you more about the operation and performance of our Protein Sequencer. So stop by and see us at booth No. 563 at the ASBC in Philadelphia, or at booth No. 143.4 at Biotechnology '87 in Amsterdam.

Porton Instruments
5445 Balboa Boulevard, Suite 115
Encino, California 91316
(818) 995-2471
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Your NMR work deserves our RF amplifiers.

Conservatively-rated power amplifiers, with the noise-blanking capability that pulses NMR demands, have been a specialty of ours for well over a decade. Whether your needs for clean rf power are at the 200- to 500-watt level (as supplied by our Model 200L shown here) or up in the kilowatt range, we have the pulse power systems to ensure your peace of mind.

During pulse operation (at duty cycles up to 25%), the 200L can deliver up to 500 watts over a bandwidth of 1-200 MHz; yet when blanked with a +5V signal it reduces noise 30 dB in less than 5 microseconds. We know how important that noise-free environment is to the integrity of your results.

If you're upgrading an existing system or moving into high-power spectrometry for solid-material experiments, we suggest you work for a few moments with an AR amplifier. Enjoy the instant frequency response without need for tuning or bandswitching; the total immunity to any degree or phase of load mismatch; the assurance that nowhere within the bandwidth will the output power be less than the rated minimum. (When we say minimum, we mean minimum.) Call us to discuss your present and expected applications. Or write for our NMR Application Note 0013 and the informative booklet "Your guide to broadband power amplifiers."

AR AMPLIFIER RESEARCH
160 School House Road, Souderton, PA 18964-9990 USA
Phone 215-723-8181 • TWX 510-661-6094
The SPF-500C spectrofluorometer runs with a pretty fast crowd or pretty fast by itself.

The SPF-500C gives you the same sensitivity and stability as our most sophisticated SLM systems. Alone, it can do the work of far more expensive instruments. When combined with the IBM PC or PC/XT, the total system provides post-acquisition data manipulation on stored spectra that includes derivatives, integration, addition, subtraction, normalization, smoothing of spectra and much more. The SPF-500C is fully user programmable for custom applications or fully automatic for repetitive analyses.

Even without the IBM PC, the system's custom keyboard, status screen and two built-in microprocessors allow simple fast set up and data storage for applications requiring fixed wavelengths, wavelength scanning, and polarization studies. The Aminco optics make the SPF-500C a top-flight spectrofluorometer. A 250W Xenon lamp provides maximum light intensity. The excitation monochromator features a holographic grating for superior stray light rejection, while the emission monochromator employs a 1200 line/mm classically-ruled grating for enhanced efficiency.

With a computer. Or without. It's your choice. Either way, see how the SPF-500C outruns the competition. Call or write today for complete information.

SLM Instruments, Inc. • 810 West Anthony Drive • Urbana, Illinois 61801 U.S.A. • Tel. (217) 384-7730/TELEX 206079

See us at the Pittsburgh Conference at Booths 7054, 7056, and 7058
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Consider The Possibilities
Bioactive Peptides From Bachem

Only Bachem can offer you the full spectrum of capabilities in peptide chemistry. Consider the possibilities:

State-Of-The-Art Products
We are constantly adding exciting new products to our comprehensive line of bioactive peptides, substrates and synthetic intermediates. Some of our newest include:

- AIDS Inhibitors: Peptide T and [D-Ala\(^1\)]-Peptide T amide
- Pancreastatin and Pancreastatin (33-49)
- \(\omega\)-Conotoxin GVIA
- Glucagon (19-29)
- Fibronecetin Attachment Peptides
- Substance P Receptor Subtype Agonists

....and many more!
Call us for our new product list.

Large-Scale Production
Bachem's large-scale production capability enables us to offer you very attractive prices on bulk quantities of our products. Call us for bulk price quotes on products such as Growth Hormone Releasing Factors, Atrial Natriuretic Peptides, Somatostatin, Calcitonins, Corticotropin Releasing Factor and X-Gal. You will be pleasantly surprised at the exceptional value Bachem offers.

Bulk Pharmaceutical Grade Products
Many products produced in our FDA-approved facilities under current Good Manufacturing Practices are already the subject of Drug Master Files with the FDA. Our competent regulatory affairs staff is available to discuss your projects and work with you to meet your special requirements.

Custom Synthesis
Bachem offers quick, competent service for all your custom orders. Whether these are for small-scale synthesis of research products or large-scale manufacture of bulk pharmaceutical grade products, we are fully equipped to meet the challenge.

Whatever your demands are for peptides and related products, Bachem has the technology and experience to meet them. Put our expertise to work for you.
Varian Life Science announces the AminoTag™ Analyzer...

How To Automate High Sensitivity Precolumn Amino Acid Derivatization

- The Model 9090 Microbot LC AutoSampler™ performs micro-derivatization and extraction which reduces laborious and imprecise manual sample preparation.
- Primary and secondary amino acids in a single run using AminoTag precolumn chemistry.
- Protein hydrolysate separation in half the time of classical systems.
- Unsurpassed sensitivity, far more sensitive than classical methods and...

*AminoTag is Varian's trademarked name for FMOC, a fluorescent reagent.

High sensitivity (400 femtomole) AminoTag chromatogram on a protein hydrolysate standard.

Varian's full support package
- Installation
- Extended Service Warranty
- Certified Analysis Plan

For immediate assistance, call 800-231-5772.
In Canada, call 416-457-4130.

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR YOU
THE NEW ZEISS AGE IN MICROSCOPY CONTINUES.

Zeiss Axioskop with innovations to make microscopy more efficient:
ICS-optics for high-contrast, bright, color-true images.
SI-architecture for multi-purpose flexibility.
Ergonomical design for fatigue-free hours of work.

Zeiss Axioskop

For demanding routine microscopy – and more!
Superb ICS-optics
The Infinity Color-Corrected System, with newly computed optics from light source to eyepieces. Objectives with infinite image distance.
For color-corrected and astigmatism-free images with a consistent large 20 mm field of view. Ideal for scanning and observation of details. High image quality in all techniques.
Flexible SI-architecture
System-Integration of all microscopy techniques into the microscope for rapid change from any one method to any other. In seconds, with no performance loss, no compromises.

In 1986 a new Zeiss age in microscopy dawned with the Pyramids of Zeiss – the Axioplan, Axiophot, and Axiotron microscopes. Now Carl Zeiss expands the series: The more-than-routine microscope: Axioskop.

Demanding routine becomes easy: examinations of stained or unstained cells and tissue, fluorescence-stained specimens, specimens with primary fluorescence.

Reliable photomicrography and TV
35 mm, large format, instant photography are all easy with the MC 63 S microscope camera.
TV cameras readily accepted.
The stability of the Pyramids.

The Pyramids of Zeiss:
The new Geometry for Microscopes

Carl Zeiss, Inc.
Thornwood, NY 10594
(914) 747-1800

For literature circle reader service number 193. For literature and demonstration circle reader service number 194.

Zeiss Axioskop

For demanding routine microscopy – and more!
Superb ICS-optics
The Infinity Color-Corrected System, with newly computed optics from light source to eyepieces. Objectives with infinite image distance.
For color-corrected and astigmatism-free images with a consistent large 20 mm field of view. Ideal for scanning and observation of details. High image quality in all techniques.
Flexible SI-architecture
System-Integration of all microscopy techniques into the microscope for rapid change from any one method to any other. In seconds, with no performance loss, no compromises.
VG's MM8-80F mass spec optimizes your fermentation process.

It's no secret. The key to increased yields is maximum control over your fermentation process—an accuracy of analysis that can translate into savings of thousands of dollars each year.

There's no doubt about it. As a magnetic sector instrument, the VG MM8-80F has proven most effective in fermentation control, providing greater flexibility, ultra-high precision, ± 0.005%, and more computer capabilities than any other system.

Incomparable...that's VG's MM8-80F. Unmatched flexibility. You can analyze up to 64 sample streams from dozens of fermentors at less than 20 seconds per stream and scan the entire mass range...without being locked into preset gases.

Uniquely simple. With a single MM8-80F a process that once required many instruments...now needs only one. Calibration is simple too! The MM8-80F automatically recalibrates, ensuring repeatability and accuracy. And, when your fermentation analysis changes, the VG MM8-80F changes along with your process. We'd like to demonstrate how the VG MM8-80F can optimize your fermentation yields.

Graphics courtesy of Chemical Design Ltd.

Histamine arc

VG INSTRUMENTS
Gas analysis mass spectrometry

A VG INSTRUMENTS GROUP COMPANY

USA, VG Instruments Inc., 32 Commerce Center, Cherry Hill Drive, Danvers, MA 01923. Tel: (617) 777-8034.
VG Gas Analysis Systems, Acton Way, Middleton, Cheshire, CH60 4GT. Tel: (06028) 4773.
WEST GERMANY, VG Instruments GmbH, Gustav-Nachigal-Strasse 4, 6200, Westbaden. Tel: (0201) 720300.
FRANCE, VG Instruments, 3 Rue du Maniwali de Laforet de Tabzany, 78150 Le Chesnay. Tel: (1) 3955 5520.
ITALY, VG Instruments Limited, Viale della Scienza, 12, 20020, Conberta Sul Naviglio, Milano. Tel: (02) 924 8020.
THE NETHERLANDS, VG Instruments N.V., PO. Box 171, 3500 AZ, Utrecht. Tel: (030) 80945.
CHINA, VG Instruments Asia Limited, GPO Box 217, Hong Kong. Tel: (3) 6813561.
JAPAN, Marubun Corporation, 8-1 Nihombashi Otemachi, 2-Chome, Chuo-Ko, Tokyo 100, Japan. Tel: (3) 6300986.
PDI provides the missing ingredient for 2-D gel electrophoresis of proteins...

Standardization

The "scientific method" dictates that research data are acceptable for communication when the results of experimental discoveries can be applied and reproduced by other investigators. Now, for the first time, Protein Databases, Inc. (PDI) provides not only a standardized technique for 2-D gel electrophoretic separation of a variety of protein samples, but a method for the identification and precise quantitation of these data.

Researchers studying various biological systems have used the services of PDI for standardized multiple application studies of their protein samples.

Typical samples include cultured cells, sub-cellular fractions, tissues, biological fluids, plant and microbial materials.

Areas of research applications include stress (heat, etc.), gene transfection, gene induction, secondary modifications, protein induction/inhibition (by drugs, virus, etc.), in-vitro translation, protein purification, growth, aging, cell differentiation, cell fractionation, protein mapping, protein fingerprinting, immunoprecipitation.

Because PDI is dedicated to the advancement of protein research, we have taken a system approach that encompasses our help in planning your experiments, standardization of the 2-D gel technique, and qualitative and quantitative computer analysis of the resulting gels. The ultimate step in this systematic approach is a protein database capability that enables the results, when released by the investigator, to be communicated and utilized world-wide.

The benefits of this unique service permit researchers to increase experimental efficiency, gather high-quality, reproducible data in a cost effective manner, and develop a 2-D gel database using an internationally communicable format.

If you would like a FREE consultation with one of our senior scientists—to discuss how PDI's unique, comprehensive service and software can enhance your experimental data, and give you more efficient use of your research time and funds—just give us a call.

405 Oakwood Road
Huntington Station, NY 11746
(516) 673-3939

Visit us at ASBC Booth No. 716
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Behind every great biotech lab is a great biotech supplier. VWR.

It all begins with VWR's comprehensive product line. Over 40,000 items that you depend on every day, representing 1,000 brands from respected names such as J.T. Baker, Beckman, Corning, E.M. Science and Nalge.

To get you the products you need, when you need them, VWR combines advanced computer technology and a sophisticated inventory and delivery system. You can interact with our computer to order and check product availability and pricing—instantly. With our 27 offices throughout the U.S., you're never far from VWR. And with our vast inventory at local warehouses, we can usually ship your order directly from stock. There's no need to tie up valuable research dollars and shelf space—we'll carry your inventory.

VWR's carefully trained representatives, many of whom come from labs like yours, keep you informed about new products and new procedures. Their expertise in biotechnology helps you in everything from setting up in-plant storerooms to designing, furnishing and equipping your new lab.

Let us show you how we've been supporting great labs like yours. Contact VWR today.

VWR. Today's Biotechnology Supplier.

3745 Bayshore Blvd., Brisbane, CA 94005
It works like a dream. Exchanging one LC column for another instantly and effortlessly.

It's a Rheodyne column selection valve—and it eliminates the need to physically disconnect a column and reconnect another in its place. You simply turn the valve handle to redirect flow from one column to another.

Our Model 7000 valve selects one of two columns (see photo and left diagram). Two of our Model 7060 valves select any of five columns or a bypass flushing line (see right diagram).

For technical notes and product literature, phone your Rheodyne dealer. Or if more convenient, address Rheodyne, Inc., P.O. Box 996, Cotati, California 94928, USA. Phone (707) 664-9050.

RHEODYNE
THE LC CONNECTION COMPANY
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Simplified Electroporation gives you the power to transfect mammalian and plant cells with DNA. To harness that power for your research you must have information. What protocols should you use? Where do you begin? Begin with BRL. We offer you power through the new Cell-Porator™ Electroporation System and knowledge through an unparalleled technical support package.

**Power: Simply Engineered**
The Cell-Porator System is reliable, safe and easy to operate. Its components are lightweight and portable.

- Chamber safe holds electroporation chambers securely in a compartment designed for maintaining temperature.
- Sterile disposable electroporation chambers ensure reliable and consistent results.
- Pulse control unit delivers a range of reproducible electrical pulses to mammalian or plant cells.

**Power: Packaged with Know-How**
The comprehensive Cell-Porator System Instruction Manual details the protocols, equipment setup, research and applications data for you. The BRL Tech-Line™ provides on-call expertise and assistance when you need it.

**Power: Affordable Now**
The distinctive Cell-Porator System makes the power of electroporation affordable; the sterile chambers are inexpensive enough to be truly disposable.

Write, call or ask your GIBCO/BRL representative for the informative Cell-Porator System brochure.

Harness the power of the Cell-Porator Electroporation System for use in your lab.

For research use only. Not intended for any human or animal diagnostic or therapeutic use.
MathCAD turns your PC into an electronic scratchpad.

"MathCAD is a real gem of a software package...a program that breaks new ground...the starter of a new software category." *The New York Times*

It's the first numeric software that works like a word processor. The first software of its kind that's not a programming language. Think of it as the first WYSIWYG calculator. For the first time ever, MathCAD lets you do calculations on your PC in real math notation, as simply as on a scratchpad.

"MathCAD is likely to be a trendsetter. Its combination of mathematic power and what-you-see-is-what-you-get interface makes it an excellent tool." *PC Week*

MathCAD lets you combine equations, graphics and text just like you do on paper. You can input formulas directly and edit equations interactively right on the screen. Just place the cursor anywhere and start typing. MathCAD not only formats your equations as they're typed, it instantly calculates the results. Sounds simple? It is. In fact, *IEEE Software* writes, "It's fun, and it's much easier to use MathCAD than anything you've ever used before."

"It has a free form style that lets you just sit down in front of the PC and do the work you probably bought the computer for in the first place." *PC Magazine*

MathCAD is much faster and easier than doing calculations by hand or writing programs. And unlike a calculator, MathCAD lets you see and record every step. You can add text anywhere to support your work. And print or save your entire calculation as an integrated document that anyone can understand.

"It's hard to do justice to this software in any review. You feel like you've just discovered the power of a computer for the first time." *IEEE Software*

What kind of calculations can you do with MathCAD? Anything you have a formula for. As *IEEE Software* writes, "Its versatility seems unlimited." With its wide range of built-in functions, MathCAD can handle everything from simple math to your most sophisticated problems.

Use MathCAD to calculate your mortgage payments, to solve a heat transfer problem, or to model electrical circuit parameters.

"...if I dealt frequently with numbers, I wouldn't wait...to get my copy." *The New York Times*

Why spend another minute doing calculations by hand or writing and debugging programs? Put MathCAD to work for you and find out why *PC Magazine* writes, "Warning: it could prove addictive." Once you've tried MathCAD, it's hard to imagine how you ever got along without it.

To order MathCAD at just $249, call us today at:

1-800-MathCAD
(In Massachusetts: 617-577-1017)

MathCAD
MathSoft, Inc., 1 Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139

Requires IBM PC® or compatible, 512KB RAM, graphics card.
IBM PC® International Business Machines Corporation.
MathCAD® MathSoft, Inc.
Dispense and simultaneously dilute your samples in one easy step with the Finnpipette Diluter.

"Can't you find us an easier way to carry out sample dilutions?" was the plea from many of our customers. Using our experience gained over the last 15 years, we designed the Finnpipette Diluter. Compact and hand-held it costs one fifth the price of existing electronic devices. Once in use, the Diluter saves you even more – the one-step action cuts down operating time and the reusable dispensing unit means less disposables. Furthermore, you can use the Diluter in a whole host of applications – including immunoassays (RIA, EIA, FIA) haematology and all chemical dilutions. And since the head is autoclavable the Diluter is also ideal for microbiological and tissue culture work. Last but not least, you can use it as a diluent dispenser alone. Check out the details for yourself and call your nearest Labsystems subsidiary or distributor for a demonstration.

Finnpipette Diluter from Labsystems.
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Allegro™ HGH Human Growth Hormone Transient Gene Expression System

AN ADVANCED METHOD. The control of gene expression can be investigated based on the simple immunological detection of hGH secreted by cells transiently transfected with plasmids containing regulatory regions of interest fused to the structural region of the hGH gene. When such plasmids are transfected into mammalian cells, hGH is secreted into the medium, and small aliquots are then assayed for hGH levels. For a wide variety of promoters and cell types, levels of secreted hGH are directly proportional to mRNA levels, providing a convenient approach to monitoring promoter activity.

FAST: The Allegro HGH assay takes minutes to set up. Quantitative results are obtained after only 90 minutes of incubation time...no need to wait for an autoradiograph.

SENSITIVE: In transfected mouse fibroblasts, less than 10 nanograms of the thymidine kinase/hGH fusion plasmid pTKGH yields a readily detectable hGH signal after transfection. In comparison, ten-fold more of a thymidine kinase/CAT plasmid was required to yield a detectable signal.

Now a fast, sensitive and reproducible assessment of transient gene expression...without cell destruction.

VERSATILE: Since the cells are not destroyed, the hGH system is well-suited for use as an internal control in tandem with other reporter genes...eliminating troublesome plate-to-plate variability. Also, the hGH mRNA is easily detected by standard techniques.

PLASMIDS PROVIDED WITH THE ALLÉGRO HGH TRANSIENT GENE EXPRESSIO SYSTEM

pØGH: A vector containing the hGH structural sequences inserted adjacent to a polylinker—for insertion of desired promoter.

pTKGH: The thymidine kinase/hGH fusion plasmid—for insertion of desired regulatory elements.

pXGH5: The mouse metallothionein-I/hGH fusion plasmid—a useful internal control for transfection efficiency.

Nichols Institute Diagnostics
Worldway Postal Center
PO. Box 92797
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2797

To place an order (catalog #40-2155R) or to request technical information call 1 (800) NICHOLS ext. 430.
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The Most Precise Purification And Extractions Available... And Xydex Will Prove It

Free! Use the new PhenX™ and discover an easy, safe, inexpensive method of performing microextractions. PhenX users achieve 40% higher recoveries without reextractions.

Use the new PhenX for:
- Purifying DNA from: Cell Lysates, Plasmid Preps, Agarose Gels
- Lipid extractions from: Serum, Plasma Samples, Cell Membranes
- Micro Liquid Extractions: Environmental Samples, Pharmaceutical Samples

Call for your FREE SAMPLE and Product Application Guide, or circle RSC # 235

Xydex... Innovators in Sample Prep
4 Alfred Circle, Bedford, MA 01730 (617) 275-2000
We ship orders in 24 hrs!

BEWARE OF KILLER YEAST
This is not a warning to protect yourself from a science-fiction menace – unless you are a beer brewer.
Recently, Japanese scientists have developed a strain of yeast that resists wild strains carrying “killer” genes. It's just one of the many advances in biotechnology made by Japanese scientists.
Biotechnology in Japan Newservice reports on hundreds of such developments each year.
Each newsletter has a summary of the most recent breakthroughs in biotechnology and chemical sciences.
To get the news as it happens, send for a free issue of Biotechnology in Japan, Japan Pacific Associates, 467 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 2, Palo Alto, CA 94301 or call (415) 322-8441.

Please send me one free issue of Biotechnology In Japan Newsservice.
Name
Address
City
State Zip.
Telephone

See us at AAPS Booth# 127 and at
AAPS Booth# 34

BIOENGINEERING
IN JAPAN
NEWSERVICE
CALL FOR PAPERS

AgBIOTECH’88
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION
JANUARY 26-28, 1988
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The First All-AgBiotech Conference & Exposition

Don’t limit your vision... think BIG!

Search STN International® for Bioscience Information!

We have the world’s best scientific information online—all easy to retrieve. STN gives you CAS ONLINE’s searchable abstracts and more.

Search STN for answers to all your bioscience questions. STN can keep you current on new developments in fast-changing fields such as biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, forensic science, and immunology.

More than one-third of our CAS ONLINE® database contains bioscience information. Try BIOSIS Previews®, and our newest file, BIOCAS, the link between BIOSIS Previews and CAS ONLINE. And you can search all the STN databases with only one command language!

Focus on your field through STN.
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CALL FOR PAPERS

AgBIOTECH’88
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION
JANUARY 26-28, 1988
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The First All-AgBiotech Conference & Exposition!

The sponsors of AgBiotech ‘88 invite you to be a key participant in a series of symposiums offering members of the industry an opportunity to present original work they feel has made an important contribution to the field of agricultural biotechnology.

All papers/articles submitted in abstract form will be reviewed by the AgBiotech ‘88 Board of Advisors made up of prominent academic and industry professionals.

Guidelines for the preparation of abstracts are available by contacting:

Judy Green
CMC
200 Connecticut Avenue, Box 4990
Norwalk, CT 06856-4990
(203) 852-0-500, ext. 247

Deadline for submission
July 1, 1987.

AgBiotech ‘88 is sponsored by Agricultural Biotechnology News; Managed by Conference Management Corporation.
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**Request for Research Grant Applications**

**BIOCHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR ASPECTS OF THE REGULATION OF ION TRANSPORT IN EPITHELIAL CELLS**

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation invites grant applications to define and characterize the biochemical and molecular aspects involved in the regulation of epithelial cell ion transport related to cystic fibrosis (CF), with specific focus on post-receptor regulatory mechanisms.

This special request is intended to encourage innovative, meritorious studies focusing on areas including but not limited to:

- molecular/biochemical identification of transport proteins and associated regulatory elements;
- genetic manipulation of transport models to study regulation;
- identification of second messenger pathways and interrelationships among these pathways;
- approaches to bypassing or modifying altered transport mechanisms in CF cell lines; and
- methods to immortalize epithelial cell lines.

Applications must demonstrate potential relevance to CF.

Awards will be made as grants-in-aid. Applicants may request up to $100,000 in total annual costs (direct and indirect) for up to two years.

Interested individuals are encouraged to contact the Foundation to discuss the potential relevance of their work to the objectives of this announcement. The deadline for submission of applications is August 1, 1987. Application materials are available from the

**Cystic Fibrosis Foundation**
6931 Arlington Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(301) 951-4422
The British Laboratory Week is the major international meeting of its kind in Europe in 1987.

There's no Achema, Analytica, Het Instrument or Salon du Laboratoire this year. They're bi-ennial and tri-ennial, and their schedules coincide in '87.

So plan your visit now!

As you'll appreciate, 'The Week' is an important occasion and, well worth your time and interest. Simply complete and clip the coupon below. We'll make sure all the relevant information is sent to you immediately it becomes available.

The British Laboratory Week is an umbrella title for FOUR exhibitions and THREE conferences. (See panels above.)

Over 750 different companies' products from around the world will be on display.

Heck! With the exhibits and the subjects for discussion we've got lined up, you'd be crazy to stay away.

THE BRITISH LABORATORY WEEK.
THE COUNTRY'S LARGEST SCIENTIFIC EVENT

13-15 OCTOBER, 1987
OLYMPIA, LONDON, ENGLAND

The British Laboratory Week is organised by Curtis Steadman & Partners Limited, The Hub, Emson Close, Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 1HL, United Kingdom.

Telephone: (0799) 26699.
Telex: 81653 INFORM G.
Fax: (0799) 26088.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology presents a short course entitled:

"ADVANCES IN CONTROLLED RELEASE TECHNOLOGY: POLYMERIC DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR DRUGS, PESTICIDES, AND FOODS"

DATES: July 27–July 31, 1987

Professor Robert Langer, MIT—Program Director
Professor Frank Harris, University of Akron
Dr. Jorge Heller, SRI International
Professor Marcus Karel, MIT
Professor Nicholas Peppas, Purdue University
Professor Frank Szoka, University of California, S.F.


CONTACT: Pamela Brown
MIT, E25-342, Cambridge, MA 02139
Tel: (617) 253-3123

ATTENDANCE FEE: $1150

TOPICS:
- Controlled Release of Polypeptides/Macromolecules
- Biodegradable Polymers
- Bioadhesives
- Oral and Injectable Systems
- Transdermal Systems
- Regulatory Approval Studies
- Liposomes
- Monoclonal Antibodies
- Microcapsules and Microcarriers
- Specialty Polymers

When the Biotechnology Industry needed a probe that would detect 10 Picograms of contaminating DNA...

Microbiological Associates Delivered!

Serving the Biotechnology Industry with a complete battery of contaminant and product characterization tests for product development, process removal validation and regulatory compliance.

For additional information on the full range of services available from Microbiological Associates, contact our Customer Service Representatives at (301) 654-3400.

We are the Services in Biotechnology Services
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From the beginning, we have been your source for:

DNA Transilluminators

DNA Photodocumentation Systems

DNA Analysis Systems

Call 1-800-DNA-FOTO

Write or call today for a free copy of our 1987/88 catalog. In Wisconsin or outside the US, call 414-786-9550.
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New digitizing tablet with Sigma-Scan™ measurement software. $1195

Cat #3011 — 12" x 12" system

Resolution of .025 mm, accuracy of at least .25 mm. Comes with state-of-the-art software for area, linear, perimeter, length of curvy line, and angular measurements. X, Y point or stream digitizing. Descriptive statistics. Transfer data to other programs in standard ASCII or DIF format.

Call or write today for more information.
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Presenting a new monthly journal that relates significant advances in cancer research and reports on the recent studies of growth regulation

ONCOGENE RESEARCH

Editors
Claudio Basilico, [Editor-in-Chief] Department of Pathology, New York University School of Medicine, 550 First Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
Lionel Crawford, Molecular Virology Laboratory, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PX UK
Carlo M. Croce, The Wistar Institute, 3601 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA
Hidesaburo Hanafusa, [Editor-in-Chief] The Rockefeller University, 1230 York Avenue, New York, NY 10021
François Cuzin, INSERM U273, Centre de Biochimie, Université de Nice 06034 Nice, France
Inder M. Verma, The Salk Institute, P.O. Box 85800, San Diego, CA 92138, USA
Michael H. Wigler, P.O. Box 100, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724, USA

AIMS AND SCOPE

Oncogene Research is a monthly journal dedicated to reports of significant research in the genetics, molecular and cellular biology of oncogenes, their products and the factors involved in the regulation of growth of normal and cancer cells. Oncogene Research is intended to provide a vehicle for rapid publication of reports in this growing area of biology while maintaining a rigorous review process. The journal will publish research papers, mini-reviews and short communications.

CALL FOR PAPERS

We invite you to contribute to Oncogene Research. Papers can be submitted to the editor of your choice. Decisions on submitted papers will be made as rapidly as possible, usually within four weeks from the date of receipt. Publication of accepted manuscripts will be within three months. Some of the various topics that will be considered for publication are:

- Molecular structure of cellular and viral oncogenes
- Function of oncogene proteins
- Cellular transformation
- Expression of oncogenes during development
- Growth factors and their receptors
- Oncogenes: gene rearrangements and other mutations
- Recessive oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes
- Tumor viruses as mutagens
- Viruses associated with human tumors and cancers
- Oncogenesis in transgenic mice
- Evolution of oncogenes
- Regulation of cell proliferation

PAPERS FOR THE FIRST ISSUE OF ONCOGENE RESEARCH

- Regulation of the Expression of Proto-Onco gene C-src by Alternative Splicing in Chicken Skeletal Muscle, Lu-Hai Wang, Shinji Iijima, Thambi Dorai and Boris Lin
- Murine C-myc Retroviruses Alter the Growth Requirements of Myeloid Cell Lines, Suzanne Cory, Ora Bernard, David Bowtell, Sabrina Schrader and John W. Schrader
- Characterization of the Human PIM-1 Gene: A Putative Proto-Onco gene Coding for a Tissue Specific Member of the Protein Kinase Family, Timothy C. Meeker, Lalitha Nagarajan, Abbas ar-Rushdi, Giovanni Rovera, Kay Huebner and Carlo Croce
- Comparison of the Human and Mouse PIM-1 DNAs: Nucleotide Sequence and Immunological Identification of the In Vitro Synthesized PIM-1 Protein, Jos Domen, Marieke von Lindern, Andre Hermans, Marco Breuer, Gerard Grosveld and Anton Berns

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

Volume 1 Number 1, due May 1987
4 issues per volume; ISSN: 0890-6467
Corporate subscription price per volume: $160.00
University and academic subscription price per volume: $130.00
Individual subscription price per volume: $35.00*

*Individual subscription price is available only to individuals who subscribe directly from the publisher and who pay through personal checks or credit cards.

Send today for your free sample issue!

Harwood Academic Publishers
P.O. Box 786 Cooper Station, New York, NY 10276, USA • P.O. Box 197 London WC2E 9PX, UK. Circle No. 56 on Readers' Service Card
YOUR SEARCH IS OVER

Store reprints, addresses, lab notes—all kinds of text—and instantly find everything you’ve saved—from a single character to multi-word phrases. With the Sci-Mate® Manager, you can stop searching for a solution and start finding the exact information you need when you need it. Now only $295.

Call 1-800-523-4092 or 1-215-386-0100, ext. 1418 to find out more.

Institute for Scientific Information®
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
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HELLMA®
Your one stop for Cells and D₂ Lamps.

A full line of quality cells:
• Stock and custom
• Dye laser
Plane Optics
UV light sources for all major instruments:
• D. and Hg.
CUV-O-STIR
• Mini-magnet cuvette stirrer
• Variable speed
• Multiple cell capability.

Box 544, Borough Hall Station, Jamaica, NY 11424
(718) 544-9534 or (718) 544-9166.
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FOTODYNE INCORPORATED
16700 W. Victor Road
New Berlin, WI 53151-4131
Telex 260127
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FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT

CALL FOR PAPERS
ENZON'S 2ND CONFERENCE IN A SERIES

"Innovations in Protein Therapeutics:
From Research to the Clinic"

Planned for December 9-11, 1987
Walt Disney World Resort
Lake Buena Vista, Florida

The field of peptide and protein therapy has expanded tremendously over the past few years. Both heterologous and homologous proteins are presently being considered for treatment for a variety of diseases. This conference is intended to address improvements in the pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics and immunology of proteins through various methodologies such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), albumin and dextran modification, liposomes and slow release techniques etc. Basic research through advanced clinical studies will be discussed.

You are invited to submit a proposal for presentation at the conference. A brief abstract of no more than 500 words should be sent to M.L. Nucci, ENZON Inc., 300 C Corporate Court, South Plainfield, NJ, 07080, postmarked no later than July 30. ENZON will notify you of acceptance no later than August 30.
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Drummond Sequencing Pipet

The Drummond Gel Sequencing Pipet is the first variable volume microdispenser engineered to overcome sample delivery problems typical of DNA sequencing operations. Featuring a replaceable, autoclavable, polycarbonate bore with a tapered .014" (.37mm) O.D. tip, this 3 µl pipet will deliver precise sample amounts into narrow (<4mm) gel slots. The calibrated plunger assembly will dispense preset variable volumes as small as .05 µl.

500 Parkway, Box 700
Brookfield, PA 19008
PA: 215/353-0200
800/523-7480
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NIH REPOSITORY OF HUMAN DNA PROBES & LIBRARIES

- Probes and Cloned Genes:
  Currently over 300 cloned human DNA fragments have been deposited to the Repository for distribution to the international scientific community. Included are clones mapping to each of the human chromosomes.

- Chromosome-specific Genomic Libraries:
  
  EcoRI and HindIII total digest libraries constructed in Charon 21A from flow-sorted human chromosomes are available for each chromosome except 1, 7 and 12 (EcoRI only). A partial digest X library in Charon 35, insert size range 10-22 kb, is also available. These libraries were constructed as part of the National Laboratory Gene Library Project by the Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.

1 The Repository is supported under contract NO1-HD-5-2944 from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and the Division of Research Resources.
2 Repository materials are available to qualified investigators for a fee established by the NIH.
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A Two Hundred Year Commitment to Excellence in Scientific Publishing

Taylor & Francis
New York • London

Major professional resources for specialists, researchers, and policymakers

Over 100 book titles annually and over 75 journals

Emphasizing
Biomedicine
Ergonomics
International Relations
Ocean Sciences
Physics
Political Science
Social Sciences

Marketing and Distribution
Taylor & Francis
Philadelphia

Exclusive North American distributor for the
Taylor & Francis Group:
Taylor & Francis
The Palmer Press
Crane, Russak & Company

as well as other prominent international publishers

Biotechnology Series

Biotechnology: The Biological Principles
M D Trehan, S A Boffey, K H Goulding and P Staunbury
Combines essential ingredients of traditionally separate disciplines and stresses commercial and industrial applications.
Taylor & Francis
272p 1987 Volume 1
0-85066-1506-3 HC $45
0-85066-1507-1 SC $22

Fermentation Kinetics and Modelling
C G Sinclair and B Kristiansen
A comprehensive introduction to the problems of fermentation.
Taylor & Francis
128p 1987 Volume 2
0-85066-1509-8 HC $45
0-85066-1510-1 SC $22

Neurochemistry and Neuropharmacology Series

Unconjugated Pterins in Neurobiology: Clinical Implications
W Loungeberg and R A Levine, Editors
Spans the chemistry, biochemistry and pharmacology of unconjugated pterins and the treatment of related disorders.
Taylor & Francis
Vol 1 250p 1987
0-85066-370-9 HC $54

Brain Iron: Neurochemical and Behavioral Aspects
M B H Youdim, Editor
The presence and role of iron in the CNS and the consequences of deficiencies.
Taylor & Francis
Vol 2 250p 1987
0-85066-393-8 HC $54

Biochemical and Pharmacological Aspects of Depression
K F Tipton and M B H Youdim
The molecular basis of depression and the mode of action of anti-depressant drugs.
Taylor & Francis
Vol 3 250p 1987
0-85066-375-X HC $54

Orders must have payment, P O Number or credit card authorization. Prices subject to change. Include $1.75 shipping/handling for first title and $.50 for each additional one or add 4% if order totals $50 or more. Return Policy Terms Apply.

Examining . . . Interactions in Organisms

The Chemical Basis of Radiation Biology
C Von Sonntag
The chemical processes behind the changes in living matter caused by ionizing radiation.
Taylor & Francis
500p September 1987
0-85066-353-9 HC $89

Genetics and Resistance to Infection
D Mekkin and J M Blackwell, Editors
The dependency of an organism's immune system on its genetic make-up and how this affects its response to infection.
Taylor & Francis
300p September 1987
0-85066-366-0 HC $54

Drug Metabolism from Molecules to Man
D Bedford, G G Gibson and J W Bridges, Editors
Taylor & Francis
500p September 1987
0-85066-373-3 HC $45

Advances in Medical Imaging and Related Dosimetry
International School of Radiation Damage and Protection
A Brill, A Del Guerra, V Mendez and A Rindi, Editors
The physics of new imaging apparatus in medicine and the related radiation problems and health hazards.
World Scientific
600p September 1987
9971-50-104-X HC $174

Biomechanics of the Hand
A Basic Research Study
K-N As, Y-S Chao, W Cosen and R Linseed
An understanding of the hand's function in relation to force and motion potentials in normal and pathological cases.
World Scientific
250p September 1987
9971-50-103-1 HC $37
9971-50-104-X SC $21

Journals . . .
Biochemistry, Immunology, Molecular Biology, Neuroscience, Pharmacology, Radiation Biology and More
Send for the Complete Journals Catalog/1987
Circle 1.
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2.
Full cardholder's Please automatically, ENZFITTER to ENZFITTER data) and sensitive IBM some equations fitted:

Michaelis-Menten kinetics

Hill Linear

Single, double or triple exponential decay

1st order rate equation

Hill equation

Transformed/derivative plots

fitted:

Residuals

Scatchard

Eadie

Lineweaver-Burk

Semi-logarithmic

Linearise pKa

ENZFITTER can be set up to perform weighting (removal of outlying data) and to run in batch mode (performing several analyses automatically, without user intervention). All results can be sent to a printer.

ENZFITTER provides sophisticated entry and editing facilities for data and it will also read ASCII files including LOTUS 1-2-3 PRN.

ENZFITTER is presented in menu form, with windows and context-sensitive help. It supports Hercules, Colour and Enhanced graphic cards.

Equations fitted:

Linear regression

pKa determination

Michaelis-Menten kinetics

Ligand binding (1 or 2 sites)

Single, double or triple exponential decay

1st order rate equation

Hill equation

Package includes comprehensive manual + 5.25" floppy disk for IBM PC (384K RAM min; DOS 2.0 or later).

US $199; UK £99

Full refund if not satisfied and program returned within 14 days.

Orders from individuals must be accompanied by payment as follows:


2. Credit card: we accept AmEx, Visa and Access/Master/Eurocard. Please give card number, expiry date, issuing bank (if appropriate), the cardholder’s name and signature. Recognised institutions will be invoiced: terms strictly 7 days net.

The AuthentiKit™ System

The Isoenzyme Electrophoresis System for In-Process Quality Control and Much More.....

- Verify the identity of your Cells
- Obtain an Isoenzyme Fingerprint
- Detect Cross-Contaminations
- Monitor Chromosome presence/loss
- Map Genes

INNOVATIVE

The Enzyme Reagent Specialists

P. O. Box 90, Marshfield, MA 02050

617/837-6709 Telex 6972567 INNOCHEM
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The Right Technology

Medical Systems Corp.

One Plaza Road, Greenville, N.Y. 11548 • 516-621-9190

(800) 654-5407
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To Cailboche I

It's all here. Everything you need to know about our high quality, state-of-the-art biochemicals and immunochemicals. And it's yours free for the asking.

For example, you'll get detailed descriptions and specifications for our comprehensive product line. Detailed applications and bibliographies are at your fingertips for the first time. All easy and convenient to use. With alphabetical product listings, and immunochemical products grouped in a systems approach.

To obtain this important new guide to the products you need, just circle the reader service number. Or call toll-free today: (800) 854-9256.

For serious research, it's required reading.

Behring Diagnostics
Division of American Hoechst Corporation
10933 North Torrey Pines Road • La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 450-9600
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**WHEATON PROTEUS 2000**

Failsafe Microprocessor Control System for Fermentation

- Totally automatic monitoring and control for all sizes of fermentors
- Multilevel redundant control structure provides absolute reliability
- Retrofit to virtually any existing fermentation system
- Use computer to network up to 32 units

Relax. Enjoy your evening and get a good night's sleep. The Wheaton Proteus 2000 is in complete control of your fermentation and will even call you at home if there's a problem. It has a multilevel redundant control structure that actually provides a backup to the backup.

The Wheaton Proteus has advanced process control technology for Fermentation Systems. It is a self-contained powerhouse that can be retrofitted to virtually any existing system and with a host computer can be networked with up to 32 units.

For more information or for a demonstration phone 1-800/225-1437.

---

**Unpurified DNA**

$10 per base

Order any Unpurified Oligonucleotide for only $10 per base. And you'll have it in 4 days. Faster if necessary.

You'll get top quality product synthesized using reliable cyanoethyl phosphoramidite chemistry on ABI DNA Synthesizers.

For your special needs, we can produce Large Scale Custom Syntheses and Phosphorous Modified DNA. And as always, our work is covered by our exclusive 'No Mutant' Guarantee.

Call 619-587-0320 for our catalog and full price list.

**Synthetic Genetics**

10457 Roselle Street, Suite E, San Diego, CA 92121

These prices good through August 31, 1987.

---

**BURRELL WRIST-ACTION® SHAKER**

As long as necessary, at selected speeds, the Burrell Shaker duplicates hand mixing's swirling action, assuring faster, more complete mixing. The swirling motion is consistent at every speed, so you can replicate exact operations.

Burrell's Shaker Build-Up® System lets you add separatory funnel supports, longer side-arms, platforms, and clamps. The Wrist-Action® Shaker can hold from 4 to 24 Erlenmeyer flasks, up to eight 250 ml flasks, and separatory funnels as large as 2,000 ml!

Write or call for our brochure on the only Wrist-Action® Shaker on the market.

---

Come see us at ASBC Booth's 263 and 265
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**REF-11™**

Computerizes your REFERENCES and prepares your BIBLIOGRAPHIES

- Maintains a database of references
- Searches for any combination of authors, years of publication, reference title, publication title, keywords or abstract
- Formats bibliographies exactly as you want them
- Reads your paper, inserts citations into the paper, and prepares a bibliography of the references cited (optional)
- Downloads references from MedLine data bases such as NLM, BRS and DIALOG (optional)

**IBM PC/XT/AT, MS-DOS, CP/M 80**  
**$195.00**

**RT-11, TSX-Plus, RSX-11, P/OS**  
**$250.00**

**VAX/VMS (native mode)**  
**$350.00**

**ANY MANUAL $15.00**  
**ANY Manual & Demo $20.00**

322 Prospect Ave., Hartford, CT 06106  
(203) 247-8500  
Connecticut residents add 7 1/2% sales tax.
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There's never been a more versatile way to grow and study cell cultures than Lab-Tek® Chamber/Slides and Flaskettes. Now you can choose the best growth surface for your anchorage-dependent cells—glass or plastic.

**The Chamber/Slide Advantage — Removable Slides**
Grow cells using Chamber/Slides as they come from the package. Then separate the slide (growth surface) from the growth chamber(s). Fix, stain and study on the original growth surface—a 26mm x 76mm slide of borosilicate glass or Permanox® plastic. Permanox slides are treated to produce a tissue culture surface identical to our LUX® Tissue Culture Labware.

Chamber/Slides are available with 1, 2, 4 and 8 chambers, plus Flaskette. With as many as 8 chambers on a slide, you can perform multiple analysis or culture different cell lines on the same slides. All are tested to assure quality and sterility. Packaged in 11.5 x 29cm plastic trays with pull-back cover; eight slides per tray.

**Easy to Use**
1. Fill chamber with suspension; cover and incubate.
2. Decant medium and fix cells.
3. Remove chambers and stain as usual (or) retain chambers and stain each culture separately.
4. Remove gasket; apply coverslip if desired.

Call or write for more information. Miles Scientific, 2000 North Aurora Road, Naperville, IL 60566, 1-312-983-5700. To order, contact your LUX/Lab-Tek Dealer.

**Now, Introduce Your Cells to Plastic or Glass Chamber/Slides**
You don't have to order an entire case to try plastic or glass Chamber/Slides. Now you can order a "two pack" in the configuration you prefer—16 Chamber/Slides or Flaskettes in two convenient trays of eight.
**Macintosh DNA Analysis Software from Textco**

**The DNA Inspector II +**
- complete restriction enzyme analyses
- built in speech for confirming sequences
- enter/edit/recombine DNAs
- open reading frame/peptide analyses
- MI3 shotgun alignment
- search for direct and inverted repeats
- search with sequence entered at keyboard
- base composition analysis
- homology matrix analysis
- completely HFS compatible

**Gene Communicator**
- includes GenBank™ and BioNet™ index files
- search index files for key words
- automatically download DNA sequences and comments from GenBank or BioNet
- upload DNA files to BioNet automatically
- automatically create DNA Inspector II/+ files from downloaded BioNet or GenBank seq files

**Textco**
27 Gilson Rd., RR2 Box 180, West Lebanon, N. H. 03784
(603)-643-1471 (24 hours)
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---

**Variability and Management of Large Marine Ecosystems**

Edited by Dr. Kenneth Sherman, Director, Narragansett Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and Dr. Lewis M. Alexander, Director, Center for Ocean Management Studies, University of Rhode Island

Large marine ecosystems (LMEs) are being subjected to increasing stress from industrial and urban wastes, aerosol contaminants, and heavy exploitation of renewable resources. This book is a state-of-the-art review of effective means for measuring changes in populations and productivity, physical-chemical environments, and management options for LMEs. For the first time, this volume treats LMEs holistically as regional management units by bringing together the all too often fragmented efforts to optimize ocean resources. 319 pp., 1986.

$31.85; AAAS members $25.50 (include membership number from Science).

Order from: Westview Press, Dept. AAAS, 5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301
Add $2.50 postage and handling for the first book ordered; 75¢ for each additional book.

Published by Westview Press for AAAS

---

**Macintosh DNA Analysis Software from Textco**

**The DNA Inspector II +**
- complete restriction enzyme analyses
- built in speech for confirming sequences
- enter/edit/recombine DNAs
- open reading frame/peptide analyses
- MI3 shotgun alignment
- search for direct and inverted repeats
- search with sequence entered at keyboard
- base composition analysis
- homology matrix analysis
- completely HFS compatible

**Gene Communicator**
- includes GenBank™ and BioNet™ index files
- search index files for key words
- automatically download DNA sequences and comments from GenBank or BioNet
- upload DNA files to BioNet automatically
- automatically create DNA Inspector II/+ files from downloaded BioNet or GenBank seq files

**Textco**
27 Gilson Rd., RR2 Box 180, West Lebanon, N. H. 03784
(603)-643-1471 (24 hours)
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The ULTIMATE in FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY

The GREG™ Family is Here!

The GREG-PC is a Photon Counting Spectrofluorometer which can be upgraded to a Multifrequency Lifetime Spectrophotometer equivalent to a GREG-200 at a later date. The optical system has been optimized for maximum intensity and for polarization measurements. The GREG-PC is controlled by an IBM compatible computer. The software automatically performs both excitation and emission spectral corrections, and allows easy manipulation, acquisition and display of data. The GREG-PC can have either single or dual emission channels for polarization measurements using the L or T format.

The GREG-200 is a Frequency Domain Lifetime Fluorometer* with a range of 10 KHz to 250 MHz. Either a Xenon lamp or a laser may be used as a light source. The optical base is a single unit designed for perfect alignment but with the built in simplicity of component interchange. The IBM PC compatible software controls the instrument and performs data acquisition and manipulation. The software also performs on-line analysis of fluorescence decay in terms of exponential components and continuous distributions of lifetimes, the determination of rotational correlation times and order parameters, the resolution of emission spectra of emitting species in a mixture of several components and the measurement of time-resolved spectra. Decay times can be easily measured from 500 milliseconds to 5 picoseconds.

Direct differential phase and modulation ratio determinations are used to analyze the rotational behavior of molecules in solution, in membranes or proteins, and the analysis of rotational motions of isotropic, anisotropic and restricted rotators.

*patents applied for

ISS, Inc.
The Lifetime Company

1823 S. Neil Street, Champaign, IL 61820 (217) 359-8681
Via Lagoscuro, 19020 Ceparana (SP) Italy (0187) 933-484
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NEW INTERNATIONAL JOURNALS FROM ACADEMIC PRESS

BRAIN, BEHAVIOR, AND IMMUNITY
Concerned with interactions between the nervous system and the immune system at the molecular, cellular, and organismic levels
Editor-in-Chief
ROBERT ADER, University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, New York
Associate Editors
NICHOLAS COHEN and DAVID FELTEN
Volume 1 (1987), 4 issues ISSN 0889-1591
Annual Subscription Rates
U.S.A. and Canada: $100.00 All other countries: $112.00

GENOMICS
International Journal of Gene Mapping and Nucleotide Sequencing Emphasizing Analyses of the Human and Other Complex Genomes
Editors-in-Chief
VICTOR A. McKUSICK, The Johns Hopkins University
FRANK H. RUDDLE, Yale University
Volume 1 (1987), 4 issues ISSN 0888-7543
Annual Subscription Rates
U.S.A. and Canada: $80.00 All other countries: $92.00

JOURNAL OF FOOD COMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS
An official publication of the International Network of Food Data Systems, a UNU Organization
Devoted to all scientific aspects of the chemical composition of human foods
Editor
KENT K. STEWART, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia
Volume 1 (1987), 4 issues ISSN 0889-1575
Annual Subscription Rates
U.S.A. and Canada: $70.00 All other countries: $82.00

JOURNAL OF THE JAPANESE AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIES
Academic analyses of the Japanese economy and the interdependence between the Japanese economy and other national economies
Editorial Board
MASAHIKO AOKI, University of Kyoto and Stanford University
MICHIHIRO OHYAMA, Keio University
KOICHI HAMADA, Yale University
MASAHIRO OKUNO-FUJIWARA, University of Tokyo
Volume 1 (1987), 4 issues ISSN 0889-1583
Annual Subscription Rates
U.S.A. and Canada: $100.00 All other countries: $112.00

All prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.

ACADEMIC PRESS
AT THE FOREFRONT OF RESEARCH
For sample copies or more information, please write:
Journal Promotion Dept.
1250 Sixth Ave., San Diego, CA 92101
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LET LIFE FOOL YOU ONCE AND YOU COULD BE.fooled FOR LIFE

There was a time when you could buy life insurance and know exactly what your benefits would be down the line. It's not so easy anymore. Today, insurance plans feature complicated investment devices tied to fluctuating interest rates. And while the minimum and maximum amounts payable are fixed, your beneficiary might get less than you planned for. Simple isn't always better, but many insurance experts recommend you look at Term Life Insurance. It pays what it promises...no fancy investment footwork...right up to the termination age.

Which is why the AAAS endorses its own Term Life Insurance Plan—it's the purest and most inexpensive kind of life insurance. Each AAAS member can apply for up to $240,000 of coverage with generous protection for the family, too.

Interested? Simply contact the Administrator, AAAS Group Insurance Program, 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20037, or call Toll-Free 800/424-9883 (in Washington, D.C. call 202/296-8030). They will be pleased to answer any questions you may have about this valuable member benefit.